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Introduction and Origins 

 

 The day is Friday, October 15, 2004. A wide-eyed undergraduate has secured a second date 

with a rather lovely co-ed. The first date was quite successful by all measures, and surely the 

second was poised to raise the stakes. He picks her up in his trusty Dodge Stratus, fresh from the 

car wash and cleaned to perfection. The destination is an art museum to see an exhibition 

opening. It would be a night especially created to make her feel like she was in an HBO series, 

visiting a fabulous art museum with a respectable young fellow surrounded by young and hip 

patrons. The setup was impeccable but there was one thing the young man did not expect: where 

he perceived only impeccably dressed people, interesting art, and intelligent conversation, she 

perceived elitism. Whispered comments became inquisitive discussion. Inquiry created a stance, 

viewpoints were created and lines in the polished wood floor were drawn. Clearly refreshments 

were in order to break the tension and allow time to reassess the situation. After collecting two 

glasses of champagne and dodging through tailored clothing, he was unable to find her. He stood 

there alone and confused. Only later would he realize that this young professional event created a 

sense of alienation for that young woman. Despite the unfortunate circumstances, this experience 

would shape and create a passion in him to improve the perception of such events for future 

wide-eyed suitors, especially among the younger generation. 

 This study began with how and why the event did not personally work out and culminates 

with how to create an ideal state for these groups and events. I will focus on the central figures of 

the event: the young professionals who attend art museums, and how to maintain or increase 

their engagement. 

 “Young professionals” is a broad demographic definition of a group of gainfully employed 

people usually defined as between twenty-one and forty years old. There is constant discussion 

of whether the maximum age is forty, forty-five, or if it also includes those “young at heart” 

(Winter, 2011). Young professional, defined as beginning at age twenty-one, is also widely 

debated as one technically becomes an adult at eighteen, but cannot yet partake in all applicable 

activities. Intergenerational couples and groups of friends do not always fit this mold, but the 

youngest member’s social status is often chosen for their collective internalized perception 

(Korn, 2008, p. 2). The purpose for the definition is to track the progress from engagement in 

young professional groups into full-fledged members and donors.  
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 My own experience was quite timely as I became aware of what young professional 

programs were while working part-time at the Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum on the 

University of Minnesota campus. While working there, I met the staff members and observed 

their lifestyles outside of work. Although the Weisman did not have a specific young 

professional program at the time, the staff, in the twenty to forty age range, all participated in 

some type of art-based group outside the museum within the Minneapolis/Saint Paul 

metropolitan area. 

 As I was in the process of choosing my undergraduate art history major, I followed the lead 

of my Weisman coworkers and started attending art openings and art studio tours, becoming 

involved in many events that were foreign to me at the time. These new and exciting young 

professional endeavors were stimulated only by my own curiosity and lacked a formal incentive. 

I simply invited myself, found a pleasurable niche, and met contemporaries in the groups I 

gravitated toward. 

 I quickly experienced uneasiness in the young professional events I attended. The notion of 

elitism caused friends to not return with me and, at worst, caused dates to end prematurely. 

Those experiences fueled a personal interest in studying how to optimize these young 

professional events to create a sense of inclusiveness but retain their feel, value, and importance. 

 I was not a dues-paying member of any young professional group, and I did not feel an 

incentive to donate to any respective organization. One should pay for event tickets, but I was 

never cultivated to participate in a capacity other than nameless gift appeals and form letters 

from development personnel I had not met. I wondered, “How could a guest of mine get into this 

young professional social culture if I do not even feel fully invested myself?” I then wondered 

how a museum could incentivize an interested twenty-something into an engaged board member. 

Furthermore, how can these groups be utilized to an optimal rate in art museum cultivation? If 

most museums are worrying about donors aging and baby boomers retiring, seemingly every 

museum could benefit from case studies, new information, and applied recommendations on 

engaging and incentivizing young professionals. Rita Kottasz (2003), a leading British researcher 

in nonprofits, urges researchers to find ways to motivate the young since the average donor age 

is rising rapidly (p. 10). How quickly could new information, created in a digital age of instant 

communication, be distributed to interested museums both on a local and national scale? 

Additionally, how does one determine the audience for such a study and analysis? These 
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questions cannot all be simply answered in one study, one convention or one federally funded 

grant. Despite the ubiquity of young professional groups in urban centers, current research is 

only now beginning to ponder how to entice this specific demographic into art museums.  

 Studying quality of experience through investigating elements such as motivation will 

allow art museums to measure the reasons young professionals have for choosing to visit the 

special event as opposed to other leisure-time options. After reviewing literature and gathering 

data from three art museums, I argue that art museums can better cultivate young professional 

donors and leaders by utilizing a strategic framework based on altruism principles. This 

investigation includes an applicable framework that will guide members’ in-group management 

roles to understand how altruism, and the lack thereof, affects cultivation. 

 Museum personnel recognize that the development of young professionals and cultivation 

of new members is not a groundbreaking idea. The main difference is that art museums have 

now embraced a new norm of cultivating young adults via groups, easing the process and cost to 

become engaged future donors. Participation needs to be ongoing, never reliant on a one-time 

initiative or event (Harlow, 2011). Utilizing groups instead of individualized efforts is cheaper 

and more efficient. Unfortunately, very few museum professionals are focusing on younger 

populations, due to current donors being older and thus lower risk investments (Sinykin, 2012). 

In addition, numerous studies over decades have cited that increases in altruism correlate to age 

(Krebs, 1970, p. 292). Audience development will never trump the retention of current members 

and donors. Working with small budgets, museums must focus on current giving, yet current 

donors are aging and the number of new donors is not sufficient to maintain equilibrium.  

 This reality has created a concern that when a member is fully engaged, the donating 

member will inevitably age, and no suitable replacement will be found. Not only will these 

museums lose sustaining members, the continuity of family giving will not remain constant with 

museums as beneficiaries. These worrisome strategic issues have created a need to add a vast 

number of younger philanthropists. By engaging young professionals, the belief is that funding 

will proceed uninterrupted. Art museum professionals should be more concerned with learning 

why visitors attend and members donate (Krebs, 1970, p.260). It is difficult to imagine how 

galleries and museums can truly claim to serve the public if they make little attempt to 

understand their audience (Axelsen, 2002). The analysis of young professionals has moved well 

beyond the “Why do people donate?” and into the “How do we get them to donate?” and “Why 
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don’t they donate?” discussion. 

 Dues-paying museum members, especially those in the young professional demographic, 

expect an incentive out of their engagement. These young professionals pay dues for a visceral 

value, or personal benefit. That transaction is egoism, the natural state of conducting actions that 

are relevant to one’s own self-interest. Egoism is one end of a spectrum of human behavior that 

balances with altruism (Andreoni, 1990, p. 465). From egoism, an individual can move to impure 

altruism, a hybrid between egotistic and altruistic behavior. Conditional altruism comes next, 

with full, pure altruism as the ultimate stage.  

 

Figure 1 – Altruistic Framework 

 
 

 Altruism is the state of being where someone does a compassionate deed, whether an 

action or thought, without an expectation of anything in return. Thus, altruism would be 

egoism’s polar opposite, demanding a return on time or a monetary donation. If the value 

diminishes from an individual’s transaction of time or donation, the member will leave, believing 

he or she did not receive enough from the investment. 

 If the member connects to the mission of the museum and derives some personal pleasure 

in helping, he or she is said to gain a warm glow, a joy from giving, a helper’s high, or simply 

pleasure. “For economists pure altruism typically connotes a more cognitive and selfless 

consideration of others, whereas warm-glow is an affectively motivated and selfish force” 

(Konow, 2009, p. 14). Warm-glow has now been a proven donation behavior studied by 

economists in altruism studies and is a motivation for giving (Crumpler, 2008, p. 15). An 

example would be a donation to an art museum that specifically is made to preserve an artwork. 
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The donor feels satisfied and happy to know that he or she has preserved a piece of history. To 

be clear, these young professionals are not all simply responding to incentives, and the end goal 

is not only to create additional donation dollars. Being cultivated by the museum is a 

transformative experience for any individual. Cultivation has usually meant creating new 

museum donors, but also includes volunteering, recruiting for leadership positions, and joining a 

philanthropic community.  

 To become a board member, arguably the pinnacle of engagement, one has to start with the 

first experience. I will begin by fully defining what a young professional group’s goals are and 

how they operate. I will expand on how these young professional individuals are motivated 

through research questions and interviews. Results of the interviews frame the study. I will then 

turn to how aspects of altruism affect economic behavior and the cultivation of young 

professionals into museums. An application of a strategic framework and a plan for museum 

professionals to employ will complete the study. 
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Chapter 1 – Contextual Basis and Foundations 

 

History and Origins 

Young professional groups are really a manner of audience development, a process of 

bringing in new members. Harlow (2011) states, “[Museums] need to attract and engage new 

audiences to ensure their artistic and financial viability,” therefore, continual effort is extremely 

important (p. vii). Art museums in particular have struggled to reach those necessary new 

members and donors as their pool of cultivated individuals continues to shrink, primarily due to 

reliance on outdated methods of connecting to a younger, newer audience. Museum professionals 

argue that one way to fill this young professional gap of involvement could be their already 

existing affinity or special interest groups. These groups were created to serve the interests of 

people who gravitate toward various disciplines of art such as film, dance, illustration, or visual 

art among others. The major difference between these affinity groups and young professional 

groups is that affinity groups have a higher barrier for entry. Joining an affinity group also tends 

to carry a higher monetary membership cost. These affinity groups pose a problem for attracting 

new attendees due to their exclusive nature. They are not exclusive in the sense that they require 

intimate knowledge, but are not inherently inclusive due to the necessary familiarity with the 

mission and the cost to join the affinity group. 

An easier solution to increase attendance and audience engagement are young 

professional groups which teach museum-based social norms, donor behavior and introduce new 

members to a wide variety of art. Young professional groups have been around for decades in 

one form or another, but only in the 1990s was the term solidified and standard practices aligned 

on what type of group they could be.  

 To understand how these groups affect art museums, I interviewed six people at three local 

art museums to gain context on how young professional groups are organized locally and how 

they have been successful in their efforts. Additionally, I gathered data from the organizations 

wherever possible: brochures, invitations to special events, internal documents that contained 

organizational information, timelines of the program with short histories, and organizational 

goals for young professional programs. The three institutions were the Frederick R. Weisman Art 

Museum (WAM), a modern art museum located on the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities 

East Bank campus in Minneapolis, Minnesota; the Minneapolis Institute of Arts (MIA), a fine art 
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museum located in the Whittier neighborhood of Minneapolis; and the Walker Art Center 

(WAC), a contemporary multi-disciplined art center on the edge of downtown Minneapolis, 

between the affluent Lowry Hill neighborhood and the blue-collar north neighborhoods of 

Minneapolis (Appendix 1). The three museums have different membership bases but are similar 

in the medium of art. 

 The Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM) in Saint Paul, Minnesota will also be discussed 

but only to compare and contrast the role of young professionals in the Minneapolis/Saint Paul 

metropolitan area. The SMM differs because its young professional efforts were initiated by 

Leadership Emergence and Development Project (LEAD). LEAD helps nonprofits start young 

professional donor circles by acting as a free consultant or offering services at a greatly 

discounted rate (Tillotson, 2011). To look at how each group has impacted subsequent group 

development, I will look at young professional groups in chronological order. 

 In 1997, Scott Winter brought the young professional trend to the WAC in Minneapolis, 

thinking it could aid the WAC’s affinity groups. He believed that young professional groups 

could be a fantastic addition to the WAC, bringing in more visitors, members and donors 

(Winter, 2011). He led an effort at the WAC to emulate the Chicago Art Institute’s successful 

After Hours program, a series of special evening events tailored to attract a young professional 

audience. He knew Minneapolis and Saint Paul should easily be able to sustain multiple niche, 

younger demographic museum groups as indicated by the amount of theater space per capita, 

second only to New York in the United States. This principle helped Scott Winter pitch the idea, 

and gave a strong foundation to his argument of needing young professional offerings at the 

WAC. The WAC administrators were convinced by the research and decided to implement their 

own After Hours programming.  

 In Winter’s effort to implement a young professional group, he also warned of an 

impending issue: the wealth transfer. The wealth transfer concept, as described by Goodden 

(1994) describes a point when an individual bequeaths his or her belongings to other members of 

the family. The reason this wealth transfer is such a major issue to museums, is that young 

professionals often have different philanthropic goals and norms than older members. The large 

estates, stocks, or monetary donations of individuals who have been cultivated by museum 

professionals will be lost due to parents transferring their wealth to their heirs and leaving a 

hypothetical null amount for museums. The potential amount of money that could be lost due to 
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the wealth transfer is staggering. This should urge fundraising professionals to seek out young 

professionals who could inherit such sums.   

 This wealth transfer has been theorized since the early 1990s, but has yet to happen in a 

significant fashion. Small recessions in 1992, the dot com burst in 1999, 9/11’s affect on the 

stock markets, and the Great Recession’s decimation of retirement funds have all delayed this 

transfer due to funds losing value or stock market fluctuations. As Gorov (2011) said, 

“Uncertainty is the number one reason cited for delayed giving” (p. 4). As most Americans have 

much of their wealth concentrated in their home equity, the housing market crash has delayed 

any large transfer of funds more than any previous recession. To compound things, Baby 

Boomers tended to have more children and inheritances will be split up, making even a $1 

million dollar inheritance only $250,000; not nearly enough to make someone wealthy, and after 

collegiate debt, house payments, and young professionals planning for their own children’s 

futures, museums could miss the transfer entirely. Young professionals now enter the workforce 

with less collegiate debt and are inheriting houses averaging $150,000 or more from their parents 

(Goodden, 1994). In order to get in on the wealth transfer, museums need to cultivate all 

members earlier, and most especially, attract those who do not patronize museums much at all: 

young professionals.  

 Winter was aware of this concept and integrated it into the basic WAC cultivation plan. 

As a wealth transfer will create a very large windfall of liquid assets, asking for a large gift at 

that time can be abrupt and not well received (Wallace, 2006, p. 51). Before a donation is 

requested, museums can, and should, assist future donors by discussing estate planning and 

planned giving, aiding both parties. The process should be continuous, but market research has 

shown that to be difficult (Bradshaw, 1998). All institutions should have a clear, circular, 

cultivation chain for new members to replace the fully engaged or aging population. Many 

museums do not have the strategic framework, time, or funds to study infrequent or non-existent 

visitors that fall out of the normal cultivation. 

 Young professional groups in art museums are a response, and hopefully a cure, to a series 

of issues that museums face on an ongoing basis. Despite the fact that museum visitors are 

growing older and the data is skewed by sheer numbers, attendees in the young professional 

demographic are declining rapidly as well. A variety of reasons exist but for a young 

professional, museums are not the only option; art museums too must compete for all patrons’ 
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leisure time as studied by Margo Wallace (2006). She believes that many museums have a weak 

“brand image because competition is tougher than ever” (p. 1). Young professional groups, then, 

should have an incredibly distinct style and look that quickly sets them apart from other 

programs and leisure time offerings (Denver Art Museum, 2012, p. 12). Art museums need to 

have a brand that can adequately compete for a share of mind. 

 Museums are a destination location that require a specific intention and a substantial time 

commitment (Korn, 2008, p. VI). If a young professional does not regularly visit a museum, the 

chances of him or her becoming a member, much less donating, are not very likely. This 

observation is not relegated to simply young professionals, as it is a regular audience 

development concept. The study of attendance that relates to audience development is called 

Visitor Studies, a subset of the academic discipline of Museums Studies. This discipline is 

currently grappling with how to replace aging members with equally engaged people. Were a 

museum to have donations flowing in, attendance would be a moot point, but that is often not the 

case. Young professionals are simply one of the lowest attending demographics, and thus have 

the highest opportunity for growth, meaning more attention should be given to them. 

 To ascertain the social norms and strategic thinking that have been successful, I made a 

goal of speaking with development personnel from each of the three art museums included in 

this study. The rate and definition of success differs in each of the art museums, but all three 

share similar goals of attracting additional people into the museum, gaining new members, and 

increasing donations. I interviewed Scott Winter, the former Development Director for the 

WAC; Masami Kawazato and Kate Tucker, current Development Associates at the WAC; Annie 

Lebedoff, the development associate in charge of the MIA’s Circle group; Matt Nielsen, 

Development Director at the WAM; and Danielle Faribault, former development associate for 

the WAM. I asked each interviewee twenty questions to form a contextual basis for this 

investigation (Appendix 2). 

 

How To Join 

From 1995 to 2001, the After Hours program created an enormous amount of publicity 

for the Walker Art Center (WAC). These small, monthly events evolved into a giant program. At 

first, analogous to many young professional art museum groups, only the young staff members 

and the required workers would attend. By the second year, curators were trying to incorporate 
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their exhibitions and research directly into the young professional special event public 

programming. Vitality and excitement were the initial goals, and they were quite successful in 

achieving and exceeding those expectations. The WAC’s wish was simply to reintroduce the 

museum to young professionals and then educate, cultivate, and raise funds through them 

(Winter, 2011). Hensley (2007) found the exact same conclusion that young adults are most 

often attracted to the event first, and then later become interested in the organization (p. 71). 

Overall, the initiative was heavily advertised, and thanks to the market penetration, people came 

in mass amounts with friends. 

Despite the varied structure of how young professional groups are organized, how one 

became involved early on at the WAC was ultimately via word of mouth. Emilie Hensley’s 

(2007) survey in Kansas City echoed word of mouth, but also added encouragement from a 

friend (p. 59). Many new members were, and still are, invited by a personal connection. The 

personal touch lowers the risk of attending alone. In turn, this helps to lower the still existing 

elitist barrier when attending a museum. Perhaps elementary school field trips solidified a view 

that museums are very special places, only to be visited on rare occasions. Worse, they “were not 

for exploration, not for sharing experiences” (Wallace, 2006, p. 168). 

It’s ingrained into society that museums are not social organizations. They are 

contemplative places. This flies against society’s daily habit of checking messages and 

interacting with others via social media. Television and Internet connections grant us access to 

the world, but there remains a comfortable distance of interaction. To go up close and really 

interact with our culture, especially with art, requires strong intention and often, a personal 

invitation. 

People do not go to museums on a whim in American culture, and young professionals 

expect an experience when they attend. In Minnesota, cultural stereotypes of the “Minnesota 

Nice” echo this sentiment. The people are said to be friendly and welcoming on a surface level, 

but invitations to events and parties are for friends, not acquaintances. Those invited are enticed 

by a spectacle, or rather, fun experience. Scott Winter explained that the WAC’s intentions for 

After Hours were not cultivation and gaining members at the onset. He believed simply 

introducing the museum to the community and entertaining was the first goal. One cannot join if 

he or she does not know the offering exists. People come for the party, but wind up engaged by 
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the art, trading ideas, impressions, questions, and insights (Harlow, 2011, p. 4). Attendees are not 

duped into loving art, but their experiences should exceed expectations. 

Attending an event is simply the first stage of cultivation into a museum. Development or 

marketing professionals working for a museum offer discounted tickets and glimpses of access 

into what a group, and the entire museum, can offer a potential member. Offerings are not 

always social in nature, but also a personal transformation and holistic improvement. Advertising 

varies, but creating awareness of the museum is the first goal, with either discounted tickets and 

rates or exclusive offerings for interested members. 

How a young professional actually joins a group can be quite simple, but varies greatly. 

A letter in the mail or an email newsletter will have invitations, but new media such as Facebook 

fan pages are able to send instant messages with group and introductory event information. 

Members and volunteers also receive these messages, increasing word of mouth promotion. The 

three Minneapolis art museums differ slightly in their approaches, but all try to utilize word of 

mouth recruitment as much as possible. 

The WAM does not have recruitment drives or major events to gain members for their 

affinity group (Nielsen, 2011). Art Mob members tend to be people who already are members in 

the $250+ annual contribution range. They were not originally part of ArtMob, but automatically 

became members because of their donation (Faribault, 2011). When numbers were low, planned 

events were in larger spaces, able to accommodate a larger audience, thus, members encouraged 

others simply by changing the event.  

 The WAC has not done full quantitative data gathering on how people join across all 

media, but feels its social media presence like Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, and blogging 

brings people into hearing about their groups (Kawazato, 2011). The Star Tribune newspaper 

and local magazines tend to cover the WAC quite often through press releases and the 

communications department sending out event information. Particular to the WAC only, is that 

new young professionals to the area can simply go to a search engine on the Internet and search 

“contemporary art museum young professional,” and the WAC comes up first (Tucker, 2011). 

Transplanted young professionals interested in art museums tend to have a previous positive 

experience, and wish to plant roots in an area they are passionate about and allow them to 

network with like-minded people. 
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Scott Winter felt that the media presence at the WAC in the 1990s was incredibly 

beneficial by having street photography teams, like magazines and newspapers wishing to take 

pictures of the event, build a lot of buzz for others wishing to join in the fun at the next event 

(Winter, 2011). In nearly every Variety section of a newspaper, party photos, especially for 

philanthropic events, are posted.  

 The MIA tends to have a lot of corporate connections into the Circle as well as direct 

development solicitation: when one attends an event, he or she will get an email or letter 

afterward to encourage continued involvement. The people who wish to come back respond, the 

information and clicked areas in the email are tracked, and the people become slightly more 

engaged with every event they attend. 

 

Structure and purpose of different young professional programs 

 Young professional groups vary from organization to organization. Some have a junior 

board or inner committee, able to represent the viewpoint of the demographic. Organizations 

have board of directors subcommittees while other art museums form partnerships with other 

nonprofits to have a demographic group at large. These groups can be paid membership groups 

within museums, like the Minneapolis Institute of Arts’ “Circle.” They can be affinity groups 

like the Walker Art Center’s “Contemporaries,” or can be wholly outside the museum like the 

Science Museum of Minnesota’s “Ypros” group, who act more as volunteer consultants. No two 

art museums are alike and even what an art museum can manage in terms of scale and size 

changes over time. 

 Volunteers are not always a constant stream but invaluable to young professional 

organizational efforts. As volunteers can exceed $20 per hour in gained wages, museums have 

come to realize that these volunteers can do a lot more than stuff envelopes or light clerical work 

(Eisner, 2009, p. 34). Wallace argues that volunteers are sadly underutilized. When donors have 

a relationship to the organization, they tend to be larger donors. A full 66% of Ostrower’s (1997) 

major gift funders in New York were involved with a nonprofit in other ways, such as 

volunteering or sitting on the board of directors (p. 29). Wallace (2006) also affirms that 

volunteer managers should schedule occasional meetings where the museum director or chief 

curator can speak with volunteers (p. 37). This would not be a thank you event; it would be a 

business-related gathering of information from the docents to the executives, empowering 
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volunteers as being more than free labor, but a valued, vital part of the museum. This type of top-

down collaboration and empowerment is uncommon in museums. Heading up volunteers and the 

young professional initiative could be a development staff liaison to the group, or some type of 

coordinator. I would argue since cultivation is the goal, the development/fundraising department 

is the best host department. Since age plays such an important factor in young professional 

cultivation, it is essential that the chosen staff member is familiar with the target group. It is less 

important with collaborative events or groups that oversee many nonprofits, like a chamber of 

commerce. 

 Outside of nonprofits, young professionals can be set up through a chamber of commerce, 

a collective or a partnership that oversees multi-institutional young professional initiatives. Fuel 

Milwaukee is one such initiative, similar to Pump of Pittsburgh. These citywide groups can have 

the task of revitalizing a young professional’s perception of a city by attracting more young 

professionals to settle, and discouraging young professionals from leaving a region by showing 

them the rich cultural content of their city (MMAC, 2004, p. 2). There is a very strong perception 

that young professionals will be in search of other career opportunities in more dynamic, vibrant 

cities. The Minnesota High Tech Association creates scholarships through their foundation to 

network academically strong students to companies through internships and scholarships 

hopefully leading to a local career, thereby keeping young professional talent local and in state. 

The Arts and Culture Partnership (ACP) of Saint Paul has a similar model of groups working 

together for mutual gain, but has no connections to young professional groups. Attracting or 

retaining talent initiatives have not yet been crafted through ACP and the city of Saint Paul. 

 

Volunteers 

 Young professional initiatives are not always a group: sometimes museums have found 

optimal engagement through simple volunteering. Board membership is a volunteer position as 

are docents and tour guides. Other options can include a junior board, often working on tactical 

issues instead of strategic and budgetary concerns. Steering committees can be comprised of 

volunteers like the Ypros of the SMM. Host committees, often used solely for events, are a 

shorter term volunteering option for people as well. These volunteer leaders are tasked with 

recruitment of similar-minded people to the event and group.  

 A strategic idea is to find retiring donors, members, and teachers and ask them to volunteer 
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for their first year out of retirement. Not all Baby Boomers can donate their wealth, but they all 

can donate something, such as their time, expertise, and knowledge. Retired teachers are 

invaluable to education departments for volunteering. Retired museum Baby Boomer volunteers 

could serve as mentors or to help staff morale (Eisner, 2009, p 34). The key is to have them do so 

for additional years. Roughly 33% of all volunteers do not volunteer the following year (Eisner, 

2009, p 34). This data is all before the recession in 2008. 

 “Volunteers who engage in less challenging activities tend to be less likely to continue 

volunteering the following year” (Eisner, 2009, p. 36). If you recoup volunteers, you don’t have 

to train new ones. One has to recognize volunteers in annual reports, and recognize the value of 

volunteering internally. Find out how much money is saved by having a volunteer and train them 

accordingly like a staff member. Volunteers can be in the strategic plan. Assuming volunteers are 

unpaid and free is a myth. “Volunteers are likely to donate to the organization at which they 

serve. Despite their benefits, few nonprofits use wide scale volunteer mobilization as a principal 

funding strategy” (Eisner, 2009, p 34). This is a missed opportunity, as they are a cultivated 

group who believe in the mission and can aid staff members considerably. 

 

Role of staff members and the challenges they face 

Art museums often have a development or marketing employee advisor to coordinate 

with the young professional board. It is assumed that members on this board have 

contemporaries in the community or corporate backing to support the young professional group’s 

intentions, and thus, the overall museum’s vision for optimizing their young professional 

outreach and cultivation efforts. There is often an application process not unlike a board of 

directors to join the junior board or steering committee that is overseen by the museum staff 

designee. Full board members of a museum often have a fellow corporate employee on the 

young professional board to align a corporation’s image within the nonprofit. An issue remains 

that a common reason young professionals disengage from a group or junior board is that they 

are not seen as equal members of the board (Schmoyer, 2007). This is not always known to the 

public but vital to fundraising. 

The museum staff overseer should monitor these connections and personal feelings at all 

times because this inner group tends to be most apt to being cultivated and solicited. A continuity 

of young corporate members transferring to a real membership and urging coworkers to join is a 
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very real business incentive for sponsorships that can be cultivated by the museum staffer 

working with the group. These corporations also wish to raise the community and regional 

climate to be more appealing for the recruitment of new employees. Having a paid staff member 

work with young professionals outside the museum allows for constant feedback, but also 

demands free time and flexibility to fit evening meetings into a schedule. A major question I 

asked the three museums was what department naturally works best with young professionals. 

The WAM runs its Art Mob through the development department and feels it is likely 

best in development due to the long-term focus (Faribault, 2011). If cultivation is a key, 

development is best suited to fit that goal. Despite it being a trend, Faribault felt that there is a 

commitment to developing young professionals, but the action plan to grow passion within a 

group and tie it to a mission is an area that is not optimized at the WAM as of yet. Since that 

interview the WAM has encouraged a student group to be formed: WAM Collective. This 

student group exists outside the museum, within the campus programming but coordinates with a 

staff advisor who is a young professional with the time available to listen to input and coordinate 

with other staff members. 

The WAC began its young professional endeavors with a basis in development. Scott 

Winter and his staff believed that to anchor the effort, they had to convert visitors to members. 

They looked at it from a decade out, arguing that when they ask for a larger donation, these 

members will be able to hearken back and remember this experience (Winter, 2011). There was a 

volunteer board that acted as a host committee, gaining sponsorship funds and even having 

business cards to use in the community due to being empowered and funded through the 

development department. Scott sat on the committee and led the efforts. He felt owning the 

program on a personal level made it a real success. Kawazato and Tucker echoed the sentiment 

that a volunteer host committee comprised of members of the community is very important 

(Kawazato, 2011; Tucker, 2011). They believe it has a quicker turnaround for ideas with 

efficiency working through the development office. Having a staff member asking this group for 

feedback is much faster than the Collector’s Council affinity group which has co-chairs that must 

be consulted. 

 The MIA focuses their young professional group, the Circle, through development. Annie 

Lebedoff oversees the Circle, and has previously worked in Chicago with young professional 

groups. Lebedoff (2011) personally believes that development proves a better staging ground and 
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cultivation-ready area than anywhere else. Very seldom is there a transition plan from young 

professional to strategic funder, but the MIA does this. The plans are internal and proprietary. 

The benefits to a museum of adding a staff member in development or marketing for 

young professional event offerings takes a full time staff member, but with greater success, 

support staff can be added. Employees then move from special event planning to cultivation, 

handing off cultivated members to development officers and directors at the appropriate time. 

Some discussion is being held whether development assistants should cultivate members over 

time, just as a development officer would over eighteen to thirty-six months to solicit a major 

gift. It should be noted that memberships are not cultivated. People are simply asked to join as a 

member. Once a member, he or she is cultivated, and then asked to be a donor on top of their 

membership. Very rarely are major donors not previous annual fund donors or members. As 

young professionals are not set up to give a major gift, a gift commensurate with their personal 

ability is substituted during the same normal eighteen-month period. 

 

Keeping members focused on the mission  

 Once young professionals become members, paying or otherwise, gentle reminders of the 

mission are a wise idea to keep them engaged. “To acquire members, you have to persuade and 

sell. To keep members, you have to remind and remind” (Wallace, 2006, p. 43). By reinforcing 

the mission, it slowly brings about the realization that their money, whether it is for a donation or 

membership, directly supports the mission of the museum, not just program services or overhead. 

Social media is lowering the barrier to remind people; stamps are expensive, email and tweets 

are free. The only cost involved is time, something ideally suited to a volunteer. 

Ribar and Wilhelm (2002) argue that a rational donor would view normal fundraising and 

administration as fixed costs and donor contributions as only affecting program services (p. 440). 

Kottasz (2003) argues that young professionals aren’t at all rational, and that they are quite 

suspicious of where funds go after they write a check. Over eighty percent of Kottasz’s (2003) 

respondents claimed to prefer a precise explanation of how their donations were to be spent or 

used (p. 11-12, 19). They want the opportunity to choose how the money will be spent. Why is 

that? They don’t know how museums internally conduct their business. They will not blindly 

give. Without conditioned knowledge, why would anyone give? It is not a novel idea, nor even a 

new one to explain to people where the donation goes. 
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Strategic philanthropists wish to take a hands-on view to giving. Many entrepreneurs 

wish to have their giving behavior emulate their business practices. This is where a development 

professional needs to show boundaries and attempt to remove as many caveats and barriers to 

funds as possible. The belief that donations should only affect the outputs of the museum’s 

services is foolish. A mission-focused institution will require funds to pay overhead costs, and 

explaining percentages can be dangerous territory for fundraising. If seventy-five percent of all 

donations go into mission driven services, will an institution with ninety-percent be considered 

better, more efficient, or be indicative of a smaller institution? The Internet has free services for 

potential donors to track budgets in annual reports and submitted tax documents. As with all 

reportable numbers, checking to see if the quoted number matches the actual data is optimal, but 

due to the lag time in creating audited financial statements, fact-checking could take months - far 

beyond the time of a normal donation campaign. By focusing on the mission, how the museum 

defines succeeding, is vital for young professionals to understand how the mission moves from 

theory to reality.  

  

Retention rates 

 Museums can measure their successes of young professional endeavors through retention 

rates. A retention rate is the rate at which a current member renews his or her membership. These 

numbers can hold steering committees and development staffers accountable for their young 

professional endeavors through data that can be studied and optimized. Research shows that if a 

member renews for three consecutive years, this member will likely continue to do so for an 

extended period of time. 

 Young professional groups often have retention rates varying from 3% to 20%. The 

WAC archive has individual data on the first few years of retention improvements (Winter, 

2011). The simple fact is that young professionals relocate often; making renewal notices in the 

mail an uncertain endeavor. Email and social media can mitigate some of these problems. 

In addition, most young professional members, nearly 90%, sign up at the event (Harlow, 

2011, p. 41). The event year of the WAC’s After Hours sold over 200 memberships (Tillotson, 

1997, p. E8). Their membership is tied to the events, since purchasing a membership saves 

money over its lifespan when they commit to additional events and offerings. The experience 

continues in this fashion until a transformative experience or a stimulus moves them to a higher 
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membership category like an affinity group, or they personally connect to the institution via 

warm glow giving. When funds are accepted from young professionals it is very important to 

study if the gifts are merely an individual altruistic gift or a spontaneously cooperative nature 

among friends at an event. More of surveying behavior will be covered in chapter four and five. 

The retention rate tends to give insight into which behavior is preferred, and cultivation should 

naturally follow. 

Museums have a cyclical boom and bust period for adding new members, not unlike 

grant writing (Ribar and Wilhelm, 2002, p. 447). This shows how development departments will 

react to data found in the past, then steer or alter course as necessary. It is a common duty for a 

development director, but without constant new data events can only be quantitatively analyzed 

through retention rates. For example, the Denver Art Museum (2012) gathered constant informal 

surveys and was vigilant with simple observation. Before a change or major step was instituted, 

the museum conducted more formal quantitative research (p.8). At the WAC, they simply added 

a category of membership to split the gap they had between the $125 and $250 level: the 

Contemporaries at $175 (Kawazato, 2011). These members are able to find a niche that is not 

with the normal crowds and not with their parents or elders. To discover new activities that their 

parents haven’t already found is empowering (Wallace, 2006, p. 175). Young people tend to be 

brand loyal, and it behooves all museums to reach out to them with offers of a comfortable place 

to expend their substantial energy and intelligence.  

 

Recruiting new members 

 Recruiting new members into a young professional group is more than a simple task due 

to the barriers in attending a museum. People refrain not solely because of external roadblocks, 

but rather life experiences and societal perceptions that make them feel, before even attending, 

ignorant and that a museum is not a place for them (Harlow, 2011, p. 11). Simply receiving a 

discounted ticket might not be enough for an individual to join a young professional group, as it 

does not answer why a potential member should join. Having a discounted offering is an 

enabling factor to those who already like art and culture. As these young professional groups are 

competing with more than just other museums, competing for leisure time itself should be a goal. 

“Why should I attend if only one of my friends is going?” “If I bring friends, will it be 

less intimidating?” “Will this museum party be better than a night out with drinks?” “I don’t 
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think I like museums, how will this event be different from my perception?” All of these are 

valid questions that must be answered by the first few touch points to new or infrequent visitors. 

As mentioned earlier with the “bring a friend” or “+1 promotions,” having a friend to lower the 

risk and validate the experience is paramount for future new members. Going alone is best for 

altruistic tendencies as the personal connection probability is highest, but when given a choice 

for a new patron, he or she will wish to help an art museum or initiative paired with a friend over 

a stranger (Krebs, 1970, p.274). Socializing is integrally ingrained in the experience for a young 

professional, thereby making a transformative experience difficult with an isolated, singular 

event. 

 While a love of culture and art appreciation can create a new member, word of mouth 

brings the vast majority of people into a museum. Volunteer junior board members can be 

empowered and optimized to recruit within their expanded social circles. Volunteer or junior 

board leaders are tasked to bring more young professionals into the museum, but are often not 

empowered to simply invite their connections and friends. Advertising to unknown contacts is 

not genuine, as a connection is not there. Young professionals do not trust the unknown ask. 

 Hensley (2007) found that many of the volunteer leaders in Kansas City were simply asked 

to bring friends to events (p. 50). When friends kept coming because their social scene shifted to 

a museum a few times a year, memberships were purchased. It was a minor addition, but with a 

ten-to-fifteen member young professional board, adding thirty to forty-five people per year is 

enough for a group. This also establishes a social expectation and norm. They might not donate, 

but the norm has been installed and development staff will cultivate the members accordingly. 

These new members with favorable perceptions of an art museum tend to visit anyway. Once 

these attendees get inside the actual building, they often love the experience. Most college 

students revel in the atmosphere of a museum (Korn, 2008, p. vi). 

 Social media, as it is an extension of word of mouth, is often used due to the low cost and 

familiarity that young professionals have with Web 2.0 messaging to simply get people through 

the door. To explain, Web 1.0 messages used the Internet as an extension of a press release, a 

one-way communication stream. In short, these messages don’t work with the young 

professional demographic. “Young audiences tend to be highly sensitive to, and turned off by, 

language that sounds ‘canned’ or authoritarian” (Denver Art Museum, 2012, p. 12). Formal tones 

create distance, and personal messages trump institutional formal invitations. Social Media has 
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shifted the preference from authoritative to personal. Web 2.0 allows for two-way 

communication, meaning a conversation is possible instead of just a press release in one 

direction. In the past few years, social media have exploded to include instant community, 

Twitter hashtags that can be used for events or mini meetings/information sessions. Twitter has 

created an optimal view of how art museums can look at advocates. Figure 2 is Twitter as 

represented through an application. The four columns are friend tweets, the tweets tagged with 

the user’s name or handle, direct messages that serve as a private tweet, and a hashtag. Most 

notable to museums are the hashtags. 

 

Figure 2 – Tweetdeck Screen 

 
 These mini meetings and information sessions I mentioned earlier can be held over lunch. 

They are called “Tweetups,” a mix of tweeting, stating a message on twitter, and meeting up. A 

Twitter hashtag is like an academic paper using a tag to aid in search results. Tweets can only 

have 140 characters, but a lot of information can be conveyed with brevity. Here would be a 

rather innocuous tweet: “Having a great time at the @ArtsMIA event, make sure to check out the 

live dancers on the front steps! #arts #theCircle.” At one hundred nineteen characters, a lot of 

information, such as where the individual is, what they are doing, an offering at the location, and 

a hive mind association through a hashtag, is written. A museum professional could be following 

the #theCircle hashtag and keep an instant pulse on the event, the week prior and the week after, 

to gauge successfulness, impact, and news coverage.  
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 An art museum uses Twitter to empower a few of the young professional group members 

through official postings or tweets and sending them to friends and family across their social 

networks, both off and online. Once young professionals know about the offering, they are able 

to share postings online with their own followers and friends. It is a free social media message 

that can slowly cultivate members if managed by a development or marketing professional. By 

doing so, it can build and maintain a fundraising culture. This concept of building and 

maintaining is a key driver of the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra’s Development Plan (SPCO, 

2010-2012, p. 4). The strategic development plan does not articulate social media involvement 

directly, but action initiatives from the broader plan could easily be implemented. The WAC 

comprises the opposite viewpoint, in that it wishes it could participate in social media 

applications, including Twitter, but does not. The Contemporaries affinity group wishes to have a 

personal Twitter feed for communication. Both Kawazato and Tucker (2011) believe a lack of a 

digital presence negatively affects their recruitment ability and grassroots word-of mouth 

advertising. The Walker blogs can have whatever content they wish, but it is not as robust or 

visceral as a social media presence like a Twitter account. I would argue that without one, an 

affinity group would then skew older as the communication needs to adapt to non-social media 

communication. In short, it ages the group. This is just one example of the hundreds of social 

media platforms available. To reach the audience better, one has to go where the audience is 

located. 

 

The benefits that a young friends program brings to a museum 

 Young professional groups create a sense of vigor, fresh ideas, new approaches, and risk to 

strive for great things. Art museums transform into places to meet people and where new 

exchanges are enjoyed. Simple awareness of another option for socializing is a boon to museums 

(Hensley, 2007, p. 51). Creating a new space, a new option, will always build buzz in the instant 

communication milieu of the young professional culture. These people seek out the new and the 

fresh, and art museums, especially contemporary ones, have a massive opportunity to embed 

themselves into a young professional culture. 

 Development departments are eager to capitalize on young innovative minds to tackle 

challenges and bring new fundraising ideas to the mix. Anecdotally, more young people showed 

up at the WAC for weddings and non-museum social events than any other reason. Older 
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members noticed the added “vitality” these events were bringing and the greater age mix that 

came with it. It was dynamic, and buffered slow nights as the older demographic could be totally 

missing and the event would still be a success (Winter, 2011). In response, the WAC received 

engagement on a spectrum of demographics, not just their focused goal of young professionals. 

 Similar to the micro-level art museum explosion of innovation, Wausau, WI recently added 

a business council initiative entitled Ignite Leadership Network of Portage County. Its main 

focus is to create a space in the community where young professionals can meet each other and 

serve the community (Staff Report, 2012). Wausau has been struggling with luring young 

professionals to central Wisconsin due to the recession, the lack of jobs in the rural area, and the 

necessary sacrifice in salary to migrate from an urban center to Wausau (Mentzer, 2010). Their 

citywide effort could be boiled down to intergenerational connections occurring across events, 

and the associated effects creating beneficial sponsorships in the community.  

 The Wausau initiative developed from an external perspective. Museums can, in essence, 

develop from within. Leaders in the young professional group are often (deletion) groomed to 

lead the institution or board with a newfound sense of vision and passion. Major organizational 

issues can be fixed with young professionals acting as pseudo-consultants that can be easily 

disregarded if an issue is too much of a third rail. They can also bring in new product and 

distribution channels, help leverage partnerships in the community, help management make 

decisions, and provide access to industry and subject matters. More will be covered on how 

altruism and voluntary, spontaneous cooperation ignites fellow members in a beneficial direction 

for art museums. 

 

The benefits that museums offer to young professionals programs 

 The WAM’s ArtMob members have a variety of intentions as to why individuals should 

join, but the aspect of obtaining free opening party tickets was an oft-repeated reason. When 

“plus one” tickets or “plus 2, 3, 4” tickets for $10-15 more per opening were offered, the WAM 

had an enormous number of Art Mob new members. (Faribault, 2011) The WAM also had a 

special dinner where an artwork would be bought and accessioned. Accessioning is the formal 

acceptance of an artwork into a museum’s permanent collection. The piece would be selected 

from studio tours the Art Mob had visited during the year. It was very well known to members 

that their dues paid for a piece to enter the collection. The Saint Louis Art museum’s young 
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friends also conducted this practice (Hensley, 2007, p. 31). It’s a visceral perk to have a group 

name on a piece in the collection. 

 Art museums tend to have very similar young professional group membership benefits to 

one another. The WAM, through an affinity group, has a very unique practice of adding a piece 

to a museum’s collection. The standard benefits are invitations to exclusive events, a discount in 

the museum store, discounts on tickets, free admission to the museum, a newsletter or magazine, 

reciprocity for reduced rates at other museums, a group to belong to that fits your interests, 

networking options, and other minor exclusive offers. The main perks, often unmentioned, are an 

enhanced art experience and a group to meet like-minded people.  

 If the wealth transfer never happens and cultivation efforts in young professional groups 

are not conclusive, museums will still need to replace their outgoing donors with newer 

members, and young professionals will still desire experiences that are beneficial to themselves. 

These two must work together, each side bringing something to the table that the other lacks 

(Hensley, 2007, p. 17). These lingering issues are often left unanswered due to the lack of unique 

case studies and innovative ideas displayed within the museum community. 
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Chapter 2 – Philanthropy within the Social Elite 

 

Philanthropy 

 Development departments, responsible for cultivating and soliciting donors and 

members, are very aware of how events and experiences differ. Obtaining funds is the 

department’s goal, but articulating that to a young professional is difficult. The social aspect is 

clear, but due to having to entertain guests before educating them, cultivation takes time. The 

line is clearly defined as a comparison between a short-term and a long-term goal. The short-

term goal is to have them socialize with other young people who have similar interests. The 

long-term goal may be to teach these young adults about philanthropy (Hensley, 2007, p. 36). 

Philanthropy is a learned behavior. The majority of people attribute their philanthropic 

behavior to their parents first, and then to their religious teachings (Kottasz, 2003, p. 12). It is a 

difficult term to define. Encyclopedia Britannica defines philanthropy as, “voluntary, organized 

efforts intended for socially useful purposes.” “Useful” is a loaded word and since philanthropy 

is so broad, is likely needed to explain the full reach of its effects. It is voluntary, private 

(nongovernment) giving for public purposes, like a non-profit’s mission. It is not 

“humanitarianism,” as that term is too broad, including all semblances of service. The esteemed 

philosopher Mike Martin (1994) argues that “charity” could be preferred, but the loaded nature 

of Christian love, condescending pity, and obvious tax-deductible legal status makes for an 

imperfect fit for art museums. (p. 8) Ostrower (1997) believed charity is synonymous with 

services for the relief of severe and immediate needs of the poor (p. 4). Philanthropy includes 

many aspects, and a lesson in futility would be attained from attempting to pigeonhole it into one 

term. It is many types of giving with similar characteristics of aiding the public good. Art 

museums must grapple with philanthropy at the micro level: connecting a special event to 

donating, and donating to a life of philanthropy.  

 “Elites take philanthropy, a more widespread social practice, and adapt it into an entire way 

of life that serves as a vehicle for the social and cultural life of their class, overlaying it with 

additional values and norms” (Ostrower, 1997, p. 25). Giving and the associated effects create a 

context in which class is shaped. Philanthropy is a mark of class, privilege, and grows out of the 

donor’s sense of identity. Involvement with culture, specifically, is one of the characteristic 

activities of the wealthy and is reflected in their philanthropy. Wealthy individuals are able to 
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donate larger amounts and participate in more exclusive offerings. Once a member of the newly 

rich wishes to join a museum at the level of elite philanthropy, it changes from a choice to an 

obligation. It’s a responsibility that comes with success to give back to the community. Guilt is a 

motivating factor, but it is more of a keeping pace with other rich peers than individual guilt 

(Ostrower, 1997, p. 13). 

 In fact, elite culture survives by adapting and rejuvenating itself through the assimilation of 

new people (Ostrower, 1997, p. 26). Usually, wealthy offspring take their forebear’s place, such 

as in the case of adding a Rockefeller, Kennedy, or Carnegie to a board. The name recognition 

on a board outweighs individual giving, but even these newly rich, or newly wealthy members, 

have been trained in philanthropy. Individuals in a study of the New York elite by Francie 

Ostrower (1997) cited that training in philanthropy is part of a proper upbringing (p. 15). One 

should teach or prepare their children for the fortune they will inherit. Typical ways to encourage 

children’s philanthropy include involving them in a family foundation and providing them with a 

set sum each year to give away. There is a fundamental continuation of values within a family. 

Not all families are elite but small allowances for charity build a valuation of culture and 

nonprofits. 

 Philanthropy as a socially elite institution derives strength from the fact that it becomes a 

channel through which individuals can express various personal experiences, attachments, and 

relationships with other people in their class. New members already have the norms established, 

and their altruistic tendencies are part of their character, not simply intentions and actions. For 

example, a particular art museum becomes part of the donor’s identity and simply omitting 

donations is to lose a sense of the self. “I belong to this art museum and we just purchased a new 

artwork.” In the eyes of people they know, he or she is an advocate, a diplomat of that institution. 

Individuals derive prestige from their identifications with organizations and the elite networks 

with which they are associated (Ostrower, 1997, p. 28). This is especially true in art museums. 

While philanthropic endeavors on the surface create a sociable scene where young 

professionals can network and gain the social status associated with an art museum, there lies an 

elite network association barrier below. If a young professional is not trained in philanthropy nor 

at the elite status level, he or she will not be welcomed into the elite milieu of that institution’s 

philanthropy (Hensley, 2007, p. 57). As giving is very much attached to an individual’s 

membership of a network, society, political group, social movement, religious group, artistic 
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network, or scientific community, giving to an organization helps the museum, but the elite 

philanthropic community cares about how much and from whom (Bennett, 2003, p. 13). These 

stereotypes and realities create a perception that is reinforced by fundraising events in 

newspapers and magazines, echoing the stereotypes. Getting into the fundraising gala photo 

spread is something that social climbing individuals participate in quite often. Despite the 

lowered barriers for entry in high-level philanthropy, like board placement where one simply 

donates large sums of money to be on a prestigious board, the elite do not welcome all efforts. 

Since philanthropy can easily become a scene of status exclusiveness and competition within the 

elite, new members are not always welcomed. 

 

Social climbing 

To be identified with a prestigious nonprofit serves as a symbol of having arrived 

socially, of maturation. A young Rockefeller has his or her first full-time position and has gained 

his or her rightful place in society. If this happens, a newly rich member wishes to gain his or her 

“rightful” status, earned by being successful. Ostrower (1997) found the following: 

 

Donors often pointed to cultural organization as targets of those seeking to establish their 
status. The fact that cultural organizations were particularly likely to become the focus of 
status competition and concern about outsiders testifies to the exclusive and prestigious 
nature of culture among the elite. (p. 95) 
 

Younger members wish to raise their social status and clout to be associated with a higher 

social class. The external image that a person wishes to project by donating solidly elevates a 

member in social standing. The formation of high level giving coincides with elitism and 

inaccessibility. It creates an elite activity, and status to reinforce it. Art appreciation is a learned 

skill that takes time, effort, and money to become proficient. Giving can simply be accomplished 

with a check. The reason young professionals are pushed away from museums with elitist 

perceptions is the same reason people want to be part of that prestige of being included in the 

museum (Wallace, 2006, p. 169). Young professionals feel pride that they’re in a learning place 

of intellectual nobility. A membership, and even more so, a donation, represents a message both 

to the ego of the individual making the gift and to society at large (Bennett, 2002, p. 19). He or 

she acknowledges being part of something greater and higher than everyday life. They have 
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joined a more socially elite organization. In fact, Ostrower (1997) argues that the social elite 

actually drives the wealthy elite (p. 12). This desire of visibility is prevalent within society at 

large, not just within art museums. Being visible is one of the main reasons capital campaigns 

offer naming rights to a building early in the process.  

Though social climbing is good for a young professional, infiltration into a higher class is 

not without issues. Members in the higher elite status can produce snobbish reactions, and feel 

their own elite status waning due to the inclusiveness of the group changing. The old guard can 

resent newcomers because the old guard is replaced. No one wants to relinquish status and lose 

ties to social organizations (Ostrower, 1997, p. 43). In addition, normal members see the social 

climbing and feel that simply being more involved in the arts is not enough, an awkward feeling 

that donations trump a belief in the mission (Hensley, 2007, p. 62). Clearly not all members are 

hypersensitive to others during an event or offering, but development professionals have to be 

aware of how social climbing is affecting the overall group’s cultivation. 

Museums might not warm to the idea of younger people wanting high-level experiences 

without an incentive to do so. If a member wishes to sit on a board and chooses not to donate, 

even the most networked person with strategic insight could be denied entry. Kottasz (2003) 

makes a strong point that social climbers will give later in their lives rather than earlier (p.13). 

Establishing long-term planned giving is great, but money talks and joining an elite company of 

people needs more than promises and intentions. A visceral, large donation speaks more volume 

to move up the ranks than anything else, but boards do not simply take anyone with money. 

Ongoing recruitment shows that a balance of economic and status attributes remain. If board 

positions were just goods to be bought, they would use the very ability to confer the prestige that 

makes them so desirable (Ostrower, 1997, p. 68). Galaskiewicz (1985) and Daniels (1988) 

comment further on incentive and prestige. While philanthropy needs funding, without status to 

go along with it, long-term survival and fundraising efforts will be squandered. 

 

Socializing within the Social Elite 

 A large part of young adults’ leisure time is spent socializing – they want to meet and 

spend time with other people who hold the same interests as they do (Hensley, 2007, p.4). The 

point echoes the social norm of elites who wish to conglomerate around people with similar 

interests in a socially acceptable activity. So, in essence, museums take an established activity, 
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and align that activity with their own mission and vision, whether it is an elite member of society 

or a recent college graduate. An art museum event has the connotation of being an elite area 

simply by the social norms, perceptions, and precedents laid forth by past elite members. For 

example, the social elite chooses art museums for fun parties instead of nightclubs due to the 

status connotation. 

Socializing is ingrained in the experience for a young professional, thereby making a 

transformative experience difficult with an isolated, singular event. While young professional 

groups can create very visible social experiences amongst themselves on their social media 

networks, events created for young professionals could be perceived as mere parties, lacking a 

strategic mission-driven focus, philanthropic nature, or a status perception. Posting pictures of 

people enjoying drinks in front of a Warhol painting is not transformative, yet young 

professionals feel alcohol is non-negotiable (Harlow, 2011, p. 12). The Nelson Atkins Museum 

in Kansas, City, Missouri has events designed for young professionals in their 20s and 30s who 

are passionate about art and social events. The simplicity is notable. Their focus is attendee-

driven entertainment. Notice how it does not say “member driven.” In order to create a catalytic 

experience instead of a fleeting one, the museum’s responsibility is to convert attendees to 

members, and members to engaged advocates, by focusing efforts with the mission. 

 

Special events 

 Young adults are tied to being social; going out means engaging in social activities 

(Harlow, 2011, p.6). Perhaps their online connectivity creates a need for real-life authentic 

connecting. Philanthropy and sociality need not be separate, where one must come before or after 

the other. As museums are perceived as limiting social interactions, most young professionals are 

not in the social milieu of the elite who value museums, and choose to seek out venues for 

socializing. 

Affinity groups break this mold as socializing slightly differs for those who have 

eliminated the barrier for social interaction at a museum. The WAM’s ArtMob had a very real 

desire, “to be seen” in public and logically, donated time, effort, and funds. Having local 

magazine photographers taking pictures was a real draw for members (Faribault, 2011). Pictures 

would highlight a major donor or a university president’s wife, and members could be part of 

those “party patrol” blog postings. The social and philanthropic natures were complementing the 
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intentions of the members, an elite class activity. If the director of the Weisman Art Museum, 

Lyndel King, was at an event, followers would come due to the personalized social and 

philanthropic synergy of the event. For example, the director has an annual holiday party that is a 

selling point to stay involved at a high level. These sorts of connections are elite status symbols. 

Young professional audiences engage differently with art and the space that surrounds it. 

Unique offerings that are high risk of failure often have a higher philanthropic reward long term. 

According to Harlow (2011), introducing new audiences to the arts includes young professionals, 

but does not need to be exclusive to that demographic (p.x). Denver nonprofits are using 

untraditional locations like airport hangers, mall parking lots, and sports stadiums to change a 

locale into a venue (Davidson, 2012). There can be exclusive events, but if philanthropy is the 

main goal the risk is higher for the museum professional to break even on costs when hosting an 

event solely for young professionals.  

Events have to be interesting, but lucrative ideas can backfire, even with the best of 

intentions. The Nature Conservancy came into hot water for hosting a partnership with Sports 

Illustrated’s swimsuit issue and Gilt Groupe, a website that sells luxury items, travel, and 

exclusive events to members. The charity was to receive all proceeds from sales Gilt produced 

during a set period to promote the swimsuit issue. One event was a posh launch party in a New 

York nightclub with swimsuit models; the $1000 VIP tickets included twelve drinks, all to 

benefit the Nature Conservancy’s beaches and oceans conservation work (Flandez, 2012, p.1). 

As lucrative and profitable as the idea was, the backlash was arguably not worth the money taken 

in. The connection between missions was aligned closely, but the issue could be considered 

demeaning to women. Another example would be for a children’s science center to accept funds 

from businesses that make missiles, despite the science and engineering connections. Credibility 

and branding are quite noticeable for individuals, and paramount for groups in a marketplace 

with competing options.  

As for the actual costs of events and the study to find the perfect amount, even events in 

the same institution vary. The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum in Boston discovered that the 

first two years of their young professional group cost about $35 per person and dropped to $12 

per visitor in the proceeding years (Harlow, 2011, p. 59). They believed a larger traditionally 

based advertising campaign, though expensive, was vital to build awareness of the program and 

align it to the target demographic. (Alignment means they tried and failed to reach the right 
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channels with initial efforts.) Recouping the startup costs is incredibly important. A large amount 

of startup funds or support is necessary to launch an effective program. Foundation gifts based 

on audience development, a major donor, or a corporate sponsorship have all spurred major 

efforts. Since event costs can skyrocket quickly, a full-time development professional should be 

hired to solely raise corporate gifts of $5,000-$10,000 to sponsor young professional 

programming. The Gardner required $100,000-$180,000 to run their program (Harlow, 2011, p. 

61). The costs ratchet up very quickly when a museum needs large numbers of people to interact 

with art. 

The Gardner study left a question whether the experience of attending an After Hours 

only event was enough for a commitment. Would participation in just a few more After Hours 

events lead to further arts participation in other areas? It’s a soft question with an easy “yes” 

answer that devolves into what the future efforts and offerings are and how visible the mission is 

to these “newer” members. Hensley (2007) found that young professionals really enjoy 

networking events that involved alcohol and an area to socialize with their friends (p. 70). 

Catering contracts with liquor licenses forces museums to raise costs for young professional 

tickets, excluding some members, but also setting minimums such that a small semblance of 

prestige is associated with an event from the onset.  

Every event and offering to a young professional audience should at least answer the 

questions of what the goal is, how status and prestige are conveyed, where the mission is visible, 

how socializing is integrated, the fine details of having alcohol available, and where a 

transformative experience is possible.  
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Chapter 3 – Implications 

 

 Museums need to actually devote time to strategically think about and plan their young 

professional cultivation programming. Singular efforts to cultivate the demographic are 

expensive, and struggle with being inclusive while still creating value in the form of status and 

prestige. There is strong evidence to indicate that “young friends” programs are one of the few 

ideal opportunities for nonprofits to cultivate relationships with young adults.  

 By using the young professional group as the testing ground for audience development, 

hurdles and consequences in similar groups in all art museums could easily overcome any 

obstacles. The outcomes and outputs that museums construct often do not align for young 

professional initiatives. From documented research, very few museums’ young professional 

groups are conceptualized before events begin. There exists a culture of development 

professionals wishing to try new concepts, but due to time and internal constraints, professionals 

are forced to copy other museums’ activities. Data on outputs is a quantifiable talking point 

needed to get the program implemented. Copying is rampant. Simply put, market research is 

needed before such research can be funded internally. Innovation from the onset is low. 

Throwing another party at night with music and drinks is not going to result in a massive 

groundswell of donors. It has been done and repeated in every city already with little respect to 

mission alignment. 

 Once approval is obtained for adoption, young professional groups try to find a proper 

place within a museum. Clearly ones with upper-management or board member buy-ins will be 

inherently more successful. It is quite hard to delegate funds that will not pay off for twenty or 

more years when finishing a building or balancing the books for this year (Hensley, 2007, p. 35). 

Having an internal advocate stress the importance will allow for more upfront planning, creation, 

and unique funding. The MIA began the Circle affinity and young professional offerings when a 

young professional joined their board of directors (Faribault, 2011; Winter, 2011; Lebedof, 

2011). Efforts driven solely by a development assistant do not have the buy-in, strategic 

direction, or resources available to be widely successful. Groups need high-level buy-in. What 

development departments do have is a connection to the demographic, as even assistants tend to 

be in their 20s and 30s (Harlow, 2011, p. 11). 

 With minor successes often being enough to implement additional programming, major 
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fund infusions like grants or underwriting gifts often do not come until after the first year. Minor 

successes lower the risk of failure for grant applications to the National Endowment for the Arts 

or the Wallace Foundation, among others. This allows for grant writers to make a pitch to 

continue and strengthen successful young professional cultivation efforts. By having an infusion 

of funds in the second to fourth year, failure can been diverted because initial small increases in 

retention rates have been quantifiably reported. If a museum only utilizes allocated funds from a 

greater budget, a return on investment by breaking even or fundraising can become a goal. This 

market driven approach is dangerous to museums because any young professional audience 

development effort will take decades to harvest invested efforts (Hensley, p.34, 2007, p.34). To 

see a yield from efforts, museums should increase the roles of young professionals to make them 

more invested (Schmoyer, 2007). 

 If anything, museums must invest in their future donors by allocating more funds to their 

mid-tier fundraising, attracting young professionals who have a great potential to give. If 

museums are able to conduct their young professional efforts at a break-even cost or at a 

marginal gain, they are far ahead of the curve. Young professional efforts could be constantly 

losing money if the efforts net future funds that greatly outweigh the cost, or if a museum can 

buffer the investment. Clearly smaller art galleries and museums are not able to sink costs or 

investments into the future. This point of investment has yet to be articulated within the larger art 

museum community. 

 Unfortunately, strong museum market research on this demographic is minimal, and many 

insights are not available to compare, contrast and optimize for ongoing efforts. Qualitative data 

is required to examine donor predispositions and changing perceptions toward the museum. This 

data is recorded as it naturally occurs, free from experimental intervention, but also limited in 

that it describes only individuals, organizations, or phenomena with opinions. The cost to do 

research is high and discussing a return on investment is a difficult conversation without 

quantifiable data to back up efforts. Even with data being created, much of the useful 

information is proprietary information that museums hoard. 

 Some national level giving data is available on donors, but learning about cultural 

institutions impacts very little strategic day-to-day operations in an art museum. The American 

Association of Museums has great magazines, Museum News and Aviso, that disseminate 

information. Print is slow however, and the submission process is yet another step for museum 
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professionals. Linkedin.com, a networking social media website, does have forums where 

innovative ideas are discussed, but due to the shifting nature of all young professional initiatives, 

simply copying an effort is often ineffective. Strategies that discuss introductions to museums 

and the time needed to introduce new members into a museum take a considerable amount of 

time and effort to delineate properly, and even then, are not linear and concise tactica. 

 In multiple surveys, fewer than forty percent of the parents of young professionals state 

that they brought their children to museums once or more, and fewer than ten percent brought 

them often (Bradshaw, 1997, p. 42). The social norm of supporting mission-driven institutions is 

not an overall societal norm (Andreoni, 1990, p. 465). In fact, the impression that most young 

professionals have about museums is from field trips in school, and the overwhelming belief is 

that museums should be avoided because they had an unpleasant experience. A formidable 

memory, if anything, is the experience of being in a large place where a student is hungry, needs 

to use the restroom, and is unable to touch anything, while being scolded by guards for being too 

close to the art (Wallace, 2006, p.168). A forced learning experience is just that. Children were 

taken into an institution they had not visited before. It was awkward and the necessity of the visit 

was questioned. Young professional groups are grappling with how to overcome negative 

connotations and perceptions while instilling positive social norms of patronage, giving, and 

creating an altruistic intention. 

 Maintaining special events for young professionals is simply not enough to create a new 

experience to compensate for the lack of a social norm in philanthropy and the likely negative 

connotation from a museum visit. Visitors expect a new ambiance, atmosphere, and feeling of a 

museum in order to find it extremely enjoyable, transformative even (Korn, 2008, p. vi). When 

young professional members are there, they do enjoy it. The issue is competing with other leisure 

activities that do not have as high a risk involved, like attending a film. The upside is that the 

higher risk museum has a higher outcome potential. A transformative experience can change 

people. Museums wish to forge lasting bonds but young adults need to be cultivated by nonprofit 

organizations in order to become future donors and leaders (Hensley, 2007, p. 10). An art 

museum cannot expect a donation from someone who knows nothing about the museum or 

mission, rarely visits, is not urged to attend, and is unprepared to give.  

 Development managers vary their techniques to convert a singular transformative 

experience into repeating itself, moving an incident into a habit and then into a behavioral norm. 
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The “why” has been explained: museums need more donors because their current ones are not 

being replaced fast enough. The “how” is being debated in terms of young professional 

cultivation. The right dose of structure with an easy entry point has to be defined for 

participation (Denver Art Museum, 2012, p. 9). To be fair, advertising is not audience 

development. Knowing about a museum through a social media application can set a foundation 

to entertain and thus lower the risk of an unpleasant evening, but to educate and cultivate takes 

more than a singular experience. It takes a full-fledged social norm of responsibility, reciprocity, 

and altruistic tendencies. In fact, to move the event to an experience, and the attendee to a donor, 

considerable planning and strategic thought must be conducted about the audience. Strategic 

thought is what brings us from the mission to what motivates us to give. 

 Does a museum have the flexibility to experiment with the program as it develops, 

recognizing that finding a formula will take time, resulting in some failures that could very well 

be part of the learning process (Harlow, 2011, p. 63)? It should. Every art museum should 

integrate a potential transformative experience, but cannot assure or imply that it will happen. A 

transformative experience cannot be guaranteed. Finding out how a stage can be set to spur 

people to action, in this case join or donate, is a daunting task. The variables are many, but four 

major areas can be tracked from events, memberships, and donations: donor benefits, 

philanthropic behavior, household income, and discernible norms of social responsibility 

(Barnes, 2011, p. 116). Museum professionals are not equipped to decipher all the motivating 

factors and incentives of people. They simply know that diversification of audience, and 

therefore funding, must be garnered (Hensley, 2007, p. 11). They are motivated to learn. What 

art museums can do is have a framework and cater experiences that have a higher probability for 

transforming an individual to an interested advocate, and hopefully, a member and donor. 
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Chapter 4 – Altruism Framework 

 

 I am a firm believer that everyone must have a transformative experience before altruistic 

tendencies can move from thought to action and habit. This is because I was thrown into 

examining my own character, given no choice but to confront my beliefs. In the Boy Scouts of 

America, there is a secondary layer of involvement called the Order of the Arrow. It is similar to 

an elite order of the Boy Scouts, the Navy Seals compared to a shipmate. The OA, as it is called, 

is a group that builds itself around cheerful service with traditions of the American Indians 

infused with Boy Scouting moral codes. Members are voted in by peers and to move up the rank 

in the OA, one must pass an ordeal before he can become a brotherhood member. 

 From the outside world, it’s a mere spring weekend at a nearby campground. Images of 

bows and arrows, tomahawks, leather craftwork, and general outdoor activities are present, yes, 

but the ordeal is an initiation. On the first night, new members are separated by a campfire 

program, and given only their pocketknife, water canteen, and sleeping bag. Technology and any 

comforts of modern life are discarded to prepare for the experience. These new members are 

brought into the woods and separated further, sleeping by themselves, alone. No information is 

given and silence is their only companion.  

 The following day, these teenage boys are awake, tired, and sent to work. There are only 

two rules for the entire day: no talking and you will participate in cheerful service. Throughout 

the fourteen hour work day, members must fell trees, forge new hiking trails, chop incredible 

amounts of firewood, and repair the camp for the summer of boy scouts, girl scouts, and other 

groups. An Elangomat, a member who has already gone through the ordeal, oversees the group, 

giving orders and coordinating efforts while enforcing the two rules in a safe atmosphere. A little 

manual labor is not a difficult task, but members are given meager food with only periodic water 

breaks; this forces them to focus on exactly what they are doing, which is cheerful service. 

 The Saturday ends with a giant campfire, program, and feast. New members are invited to 

talk about their experience and what it means to them. Secret handshakes, duties to uphold, and 

initiation methods are shared, as new members are welcomed in. 

 I came as one person and left as another; it was my transformative experience, and it has 

shaped my world-view since then. Isolated incidents and seminal experiences or transformative 

events may seem unneeded in this study, but if one reads Stephen Levitt and Stephen Dubner’s 
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(2009) Freakonomics, one will see that isolated events spark experiments and data. Anecdotal 

data serves as catalyst for full investigation. I found my catalyst, but few can recreate the 

experience, and art museums need hundreds and thousands of people to experience their own 

transformative experience. In order to do so, they need a strategic framework. 

 The study of altruism is particularly important to the understanding and implementation of 

socialization practices such as social norm building and philanthropy. It is also significant to the 

perception of people, and the self-theory of core personality attributes that motivate people. To 

help in the strategic planning process of young professional groups, socialization via social norm 

creation, I am proposing a conceptual framework be created to help classify and categorize 

young professionals, showing motivating factors. A framework would allow museum 

professionals to cater offerings that bolster cultivating constituents toward paid memberships and 

donations. This framework will be based on the behavioral economic principles of altruism that 

identified and studied in the 1960s and 1970s (Levitt and Dubner, 2009, p. 105). 

 Altruism is incredibly difficult to define, but for the purposes of the investigation and 

guiding museum professionals an introduction is needed. We cannot prove altruism exists but we 

can see the effects in easy-to-understand experiments. An intrinsically motivated concern for 

others is a fine example, but it removes the self, which is integral in understanding how warm 

glow affects the giver. Krebs (1970), one of the first professors to study economic altruism, 

stated that one cannot examine altruism as a motivator by studying behavior and antecedents (p. 

259). With reported incidents, any behavior can be explained as character after the fact. Research 

can identify altruistic tendencies, but cannot prove that altruism exists. If it is an end in and of 

itself, is done voluntarily, and does good, an act is considered to be altruistic.  

I propose that the creation of this framework of altruistic principles allows for a 

sequential, linear plan that can be utilized by a variety of art museums and catered to individual 

audiences to cultivate visitors into members and donors. Museums want members and donors 

who are altruistic because they spur socially cooperative acts and facilitate spontaneous 

voluntary group giving (Collard, 1978, p. 17). An ideal member and donor is what altruism 

studies wish to understand and recreate.  

 Young professionals do not often fit the standard altruism framework. They’re adults but 

not always fully prepped for membership or affinity group category and surely are not on a 

standard scale of cultivation. Separate membership categories should be made to align with 
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events, benefits, and the overall brand (Denver Art Museum, 2012, p. 10). What should be 

observed is how young professionals act in their own spectrum of involvement and engagement. 

If a development goal is to foster, engage, and eventually create a need for them to become 

involved, I believe that an applied economic model of altruism is the goal to bring a level of 

education and maturation of philanthropic tendencies. 

 Individual motivations for giving vary widely, allowing a common framework created 

among all donors to be incredibly useful for museum development professionals. A simple fact 

that must be employed is that a pattern of actions is a relegation to a specific category. Selfish 

people sometimes act unselfishly, and likewise, unselfish individuals sometimes appear to 

behave quite selfishly. In assessing aspects of philanthropy, what matters is the level of altruistic 

motivation, not necessarily with respect to individual acts of service (Martin, 1994, p. 132). 

Actions and behavior may vary but routine and character can be assessed for optimal evaluation. 

 Some generalizations can easily be employed in assessing altruistic and philanthropic 

nature such as altruism overtaking self-interest among friends, family, and groups that a member 

feels a devotion to, when people reach an internalized secure level of well-being. People tend to 

continue in general patterns of conduct only when patterns are perceived as befitting them in 

some respect (Martin, 1994, p. 139; Gorov, 2011, p. 2). When your kin do an action, you tend to 

do an action as well when you feel you are financially stable, and your actions benefit you 

personally on an ongoing basis. To reiterate, members who remain dues-paying members for 

three years tend to remain members for an extended period of time. Barnes (2011) echoes the 

membership behavior by stating, “individuals are more likely to give this year if they gave last 

year in part because the decision to donate has already been made” (p.118). Starting that process 

is a transformative experience or a logical proposition. Below is the linear framework starting 

with a non-user and ending with a theoretically pure altruist. 
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Figure 3 - Altruism Framework 

 
 

Non-Users 

Non-users could be everything from a person wholly unaware that a museum exists to a 

person that was a member and has lapsed their membership. To focus the study, I plan to 

consider non-users to be young professionals that are both unaware and lapsed members. To 

discuss how these non-users interact, I need to explain the Millennial generation in some depth. 

Initial findings about Millennials, those born in the early 1980s to the 1990s, have varied 

from incredibly high-achieving and engaged such as Howe and Strauss (2000) proclaimed, to 

selfish and lacking philanthropic norms entirely as described by Chau, 2012 and Twenge, 2006. 

What vastly differs about the Millennial generation is how the Internet has allowed for a constant 

group of friends to stay connected. A virtual hive-mind always exists for this generation. When 

your kin do an action, you tend to do an action as well when you feel you are financially stable, 

and your actions benefit you personally and your group on an ongoing basis. Young professional 

tend to work in groups and stay working in groups. Isolated or singular actions, especially long-

term ones are not as common. If a group of co-workers or friends attend an event, some sort of 

action will spur them to getting memberships. After all, it is very well known that in the museum 

field, those who remain dues-paying members for three years tend to remain members for an 

extended period of time. Barnes (2011) echoes the membership behavior by stating, “individuals 

are more likely to give this year if they gave last year in part because the decision to donate has 

already been made” (p.118).  

When a young professional then finally enters a museum after turning twenty-one or any 

age thereafter, he or she is buying a ticket and paying with personal time. This transaction has to 
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be a positive experience, as the young professional visitor believes the value gained must equal, 

or exceed, the cost he or she invested. These members are conditioned to expect a benefit from 

their engagement. They pay membership dues for a base value that is in direct relation to their 

personal benefit (Hensley, 2007, p. 67). Value would include one’s pleasure, absence of pain, 

wealth, power, fame, good reputation, safety, freedom, self-development, and self-esteem 

(Martin, 1994, p. 133). If a personal value diminishes from an implicit or explicit transaction, the 

member will discontinue usage. This transactional museum exchange is purely egoistic and the 

second stage of my framework. 

 

Egoism 

 Scott Winter (2011) elaborates on egoism by saying the Walker Art Center’s After Hours 

was the way to get younger people through the door, entertain them, and plan to educate them 

later. Hensley (2007) reiterated the point that events should never be based solely on raising 

money, but also raising awareness about the organization. (p. 14) Hensley (2007) concludes her 

literature review by claiming that young people are more likely to donate when they care about 

the cause and when they will get something in return. Axelsen and Arcodia (2002) echo those 

two opinions, saying that contemporary society has made museums into establishments for both 

learning and enjoyment. Museums also see the benefit that older members will follow the 

younger, more active population, and be entertained with a youthful crowd. Taking a risk and 

visiting an art museum rewards a self-interested crowd looking for entertainment. 

 If the end result of donation toward an art museum is the goal of a development officer, 

there will invariably be people who donate solely for self-interested benefits that optimize their 

lives. For a purely egoistic member, donating is the same as purchasing a public good or benefit 

(Crumpler and Grossman, 2008, p. 105). These strata of members and donors are not always 

interested in positive societal benefits. Egoists may simply donate to avoid a punishment for not 

helping (Kottasz, 2003, p. 9-12). They are not gaining pride and praise, but rather actively 

avoiding guilt and condemnation by their peers. Egoists are not always younger people, eighteen 

year-olds or those unaware of cultural institutions. Even people who are ingrained in a 

philanthropic culture will simply donate from a phone call to have them stop calling, thus 

reducing the donor’s personal distress as the main motivational tactic. 
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Impure Altruism 

 Impure altruists are motivated to donate by a mixture of warm-glow giving with altruistic 

intents and personal self-interests, and are optimized philanthropists who can be approached 

from different angles (Andreoni, 1990, p. 465; Konow, 2009; Ribar and Wilhelm, 2002; 

Steinberg, 1987). Someone will give not only because he or she wants to help, but also because it 

makes the person look good, feel good, or perhaps, feel less bad (Levitt and Dubner, 2009, p. 

124). Philip Grossman, with whom I spoke briefly before the investigation started and was 

helpful in guiding me with voluminous studies to back his claim, argues that most donors are 

impure altruists (Crumpler and Grossman, 2008, p. 6). In short, these individuals wish to get 

something out of a donation, seeing it as a transaction (Kottasz, 2003, p. 9). The self-motivated 

factor mixed with altruistic tendencies, but when a choice is given, as a 60/40 split, the bundle 

with the most warm glow is the more appealing option (Andreoni, 1990, p. 468). 

Is it socially and morally acceptable for people to mix self-interest and altruism? 

Absolutely. Martin (1994) argues that “mixed motives” are a dichotomy of human nature (p. 

123). Let us not believe that self-interested philanthropy is ignoble. Young professionals are very 

aware when they are allowed to view or partake in an event where they should not belong due to 

being in a lower donation category. Welcoming new people is a difficult task due to society’s 

perception of the interaction between the social elite and the newly elite as explained earlier in 

social climbing. Members of the newly elite include dotcom millionaires, creating instant riches 

in mere months and weeks during the dotcom boom in the late 1990s (Gorov, 2011, p. 3). To 

reiterate, both new and established elite members are impure altruists, but the latter have a level 

of self-interest in maintaining their status when threatened, lowering the altruistic intent of being 

on a board or at a prestigious giving level. 

 Impure altruists are still partaking in conduct and manner that is altruistic in nature, and 

thus helping others despite stigma, perceptions, and the occasionally rare reality that argues 

otherwise. They do care about the services provided by art museums to beneficiaries, but 

normally they are one of the beneficiaries (Sibar and Wilhelm, 2002, p. 435). For example, they 

wish to obtain cheaper entrance to events and exhibition openings for donations. If an impure 

altruist likes a style of art at the WAC, he or she will designate a donation to dance or film, 

knowing that he or she will personally benefit from ongoing or additional programming. Their 

overall cost does not need to equalize out, but they expect some benefits. They are not immune 
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to fluctuations in giving. 

 People who make $50,000-100,000 are the most impure, according to economic studies 

(Andreoni, 1990, p. 473). They tend to be middle to upper middle class people. They are the 

pragmatic donors. This group realizes how the tax code benefits the public good and wishes to 

gain utility, that is, pay fewer taxes but choose where the money goes, through donating 

(Allgood, 2005, p. 1, 18). Utility is a measure of consumption, public good, and warm glow. 

Sibar and Wilhelm (2002) discuss the actual economic equations to explain variables of crowd 

out using budget constraints (p. 429). Tax-deductible charity and impure altruism are shown to 

have a substantial impact on the efficiency of marginal redistributions of income. According to 

economic models, impure altruists care about the well being of society, but also enjoy deriving 

pleasure and a tangible, economic benefit from the act.  

 

Conditional altruism 

 Conditional altruists respond to social norms and obligations, and reciprocity that can be 

guaranteed. They hold the norm of social responsibility as a vital obligation (Barnes, 2011, 

p.117). Konow (2009) separates impure altruism, conditional altruism, and a more pure altruism 

dealing with warm glow. He states that conditional altruists need an extrinsic reward of social 

approval to donate (p. 3). It is a short run emotion they feel and not a general concern for others. 

This is still warm-glow territory, but it differs. By donating to a cause, these conditional altruists 

need to feel good about the decision they’re making. They do not always feel the warm glow, but 

assume that others do, thus responding to a social norm. That specific peer-pressure social norm 

is called the Hume-Timuss Contagion Thesis. It states that the amount of altruism an individual 

displays depends on the expectations of others (Collard, 1978, p. 11). In other words, do positive 

feelings of giving outweigh the negative feelings of obligation and guilt? If no social connections 

or friends know, or a norm isn’t made that obligates the person, no donation will be made. This 

group relates to spontaneous collaboration, a cooperation of giving that is social norm based. 

Collard (1978) continues with four aspects that contribute to spontaneous cooperation: 
 

i. The more altruistic the players. 
ii. The smaller the number of players.  
iii.  The greater the advantage of co-operation.  
iv.  The greater the marginal impact of the individual. (p. 15) 
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These four factors, when combined, will result in the greatest co-operation, altruistic intentions 

and amount of donations. For example, a small event at a person’s house that was invite-only for 

wealthy members with a highly emotional message, complete with images that are visceral will 

work very effectively. This cooperation helps to explain giving and helping outside a kinship 

group. As an example in animals, a kinship group would be a pride of lions hunting together. The 

instinctual function of altruism is the preservation of the species, even at the cost of individual 

lives (Krebs, 1970, p. 261). Outside a kinship group would be the symbiosis of a cleaner fish 

inside the mouth of a larger fish or the reciprocity of penguins taking turns standing on the 

outside to keep others warm (Collard, 1978, pp. 47-48). Martin (1994) describes it as the, “I help 

you and you help me and both of us increase our chance at success or survival” (p. 137). That 

simply could be logic, but a fish could hardly be seen to use logic in everyday life, if at all. Levitt 

and Dubner (2009) have conducted hundreds of Dictator and Ultimatum experiments in labs 

across the world with other researchers to find that in a lab, controlled, humans appear to be 

hardwired for altruism (p. 110). To what level people are altruistic or have tendencies is debated 

and dynamic, but the research is hard to deny that normal humans will help other humans in a 

vacuum when a need is declared. 

 Altruism actually facilitates socially cooperative acts, leading to spontaneous, voluntary 

cooperation. Conditional altruists respond to these acts, due to the norm that demands that they 

should. Conditional altruists also tend to be the free riders of the philanthropic community. This 

aspect is less apparent in smaller groups because one knows the major donor or big donor who 

should contribute more. Krebs (1970) argues that people will donate more, but it depends greatly 

on the amount that they think others are donating (p. 272). Young professionals are less likely to 

respond to what is appropriate, but the standard, if exemplified, has a greater chance of group 

adoption. In larger groups, altruistic giving disappears due to free riding, but warm glow giving 

is unaffected (Crumpler and Grossman, 2005, p. 8; Ridar and Wilhelm, 2002). In these larger 

groups, the large altruistic donor is more distant and the amount of funds needed to sustain 

services is also greater. Two major ends manifest themselves in free riding. Donors either ask 

themselves if other people would free ride, thus dismissing the notion or ask how much his or her 

contribution matters in the greater fund. This postulation prohibits giving and explains why solid 

solicitations and visceral requests are used. Free riders are fatal to voluntary social cooperation, 

which is what smaller fundraising events are built upon (Collard, 1978, p. 30). When a wealthy 
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member chooses to not donate, Ostrower (1997) says, “They are failing to conform to the 

expectations of their peers and to support institutions that other members of the elite believe it is 

important to maintain” (p. 16). 

Young professional groups and altruism itself cannot overcome free riding, but it can 

explicitly discourage it. The positive feelings of giving may or may not outweigh the negative 

feelings of obligation and guilt. Economic altruism studies are beginning to decipher if those 

feelings do outweigh altruistic intent. Levitt and Dubner (2009) feel that beyond guilt, simple 

scrutiny has an incredibly high effect on donations (p. 121). For examples of scrutiny urging the 

correct behavior, a passed donation basket at a church, or whether one runs a red light upon 

seeing a police car are both impacted highly by one’s perception of other people. Simply the 

personal belief that guilt is possible is enough to change behavior.  

 At the elite level of giving, donors make smaller gifts at the request of friends in a system 

of exchange in which individuals support one another’s causes (Ostrower, 1997, p. 31). Young 

professionals are not deeply entrenched in causes yet, making grassroots giving and 

empowerment by development staff very difficult. The circle of giving with host committees 

skews older because of this, allowing for a thirty-five to forty-five year-old crowd to partake in 

philanthropy while the twenty-one to thirty-four year-old crowd is there for the party and 

spectacle. There is no reciprocity unless someone has contacts and friends within both groups. 

This type of giving reinforces the social relationships of the elite. People join boards often 

through a social relationship and a simple request or invitation. Young professionals are not able 

to bridge that gap unless they are actively social climbing. 

 

Pure Altruism 

 Pure altruists wish to simply fulfill the public good. An essential attribute of a recipient of 

altruism is the perceived need for aid. A dependent other elicits it according to Ribar and 

Wilhelm (2011), “Donors are motivated by altruistic concern over the well-being of the 

recipients of charity” (p. 426). Grossman, a major scholar in altruistic economics, elaborates on 

Ribar and Wilhelm’s assessment of altruistic giving to recipients succinctly: “They are only 

concerned with the level of the public good, not with how it is financed” (as cited in Crumpler & 

Grossman, 2005, p. 4). The public good is a state of services, actions and decisions made to 

improve welfare of citizens. Humans bind together, sacrificing some of their selfishness to create 
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a civilized society. While the usages and amount of tax rates vary, some aspects like roads, fresh 

water and the military show that by sacrificing a little, we all can benefit greatly. Private business 

could make the case for similar aspects but regulation, standards and sheer bulk of work are 

relegated to the public sector of government. While government fills the role of many large 

initiatives and services, non-profits provide some of the public good as well.  

 Pure altruists are indifferent when and how their wealth transfers from one source to 

another deserving source via a voluntary or involuntary transfer, living in an optimal state of 

philanthropic giving (Konow, 2009, p. 8). They should be crowded out by governmental 

allocations because the government should fill the public good well enough so that pure altruists 

do not feel a desire to give because altruists involuntarily pay through tax transfers (Andreoni, 

2002; Konow, 2009, p. 5). Studies have shown that when individual altruistic motives are 

constant, the concept of crowd out becomes very strong when the number of people donating 

increases. When adding more people, the level of altruism as a motivating factor also diminishes 

because individual efforts toward the public good fulfillment decreases and thus altruists feel less 

desire to donate (Sibar and Wilhelm, 2002, p. 427). However, in smaller groups, studies have 

shown that crowd out should be high but is not due to donors receiving a larger amount of warm 

glow feelings (Andreoni, 2002, p. 434). When a small, ten-person group is meeting at a donor’s 

house, and a curator is there to solicit with a development officer, this data reinforces why it is 

done. 

 Crowd out is high in a donation lab vacuum where warm glow feelings are not available 

(Sibar and Wilhelm, 2002, p. 434). Crowding out is a factor in the real world too, but warm glow 

overrides most, it not all, of its effects. Evidence to prove crowding out has been minimal as a 

result (Crumpler and Grossman, 2005, p. 4; Sibar and Wilhelm, 2002, p. 437). Even in a perfect 

situation where the public good is fully met, pure altruists will donate funds because they receive 

a benefit of warm glow. Andreoni (1990) fully agrees with the point, and succinctly states that, 

“people are not indifferent between paying for the public good voluntarily or involuntarily. 

Given the choice, people are assumed to prefer to give directly, that is, they prefer the bundle 

with the most warm glow” (p. 470). Despite the crowding out theory or even perception of 

theory, governmental support can be more or less willing to fund long-term projects, riskier 

projects or innovative efforts like young professional initiatives compared to private donors 

(Ribar & Wilhelm, 2002, p. 447). Depending on who is in power, funds can be allocated 
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differently. As governmental moneys tend to fund such a variety of projects, they still face being 

cut from government allocations. The National Endowment for the Arts is often proposed to be 

cut nearly every biennium, as are state arts boards. There is also the theory that donors reject 

complete crowd out by the government simply due to the lack of knowledge about governmental 

funding (Andreoni & Miller, 2002, p.447). Young professionals could simply search online for 

governmental allocations, though perhaps young professionals do not care to look or have a 

complete lack of knowledge as to how governmental funds are allocated, offsetting crowd out 

(Ribar & Wilhelm, 2002, p. 447). A 501c3 status can be confusing, especially in governmental 

explanatory documents. Perhaps young professionals can and do find out, but when they become 

aware, young professionals are beyond egoism and believe in the overall mission.  

 As a theoretical way to study altruism, it is apparent that warm glow is the main motivating 

factor for pure altruists, but its affects are much lower than expected (Kingma, 1989; Steinberg 

1991). There lies a remainder, and that is pure, unfiltered altruism. Determining how pure or at 

what level altruism exists has been extensively argued with no discernible nature or nurture 

foundation. For more of a philosophical debate, I would point interested parties to Batson’s “The 

Altruism Question,” (1991) for additional information. In short, true altruism only works on 

paper. Solely donating by warm glow or by altruism does not exist. More arguments on non-

existence can be found in Honeycutt (1981) and Holmes (2002). Martin (1994) ends his 

investigation on mixed motives arguing that “No one ever acts from pure altruism without any 

admixture of self-concern” (p. 125). Even the most unselfish person would expect some 

semblance of warm glow from a gift. They receive satisfaction directly from satisfying other 

people. Smith (1982) has stated that, “There is literally no evidence to justify a belief in some 

‘absolute’ form of human altruism, in which the motivation for an action is utterly without some 

form of selfishness” (p. 26). Selfishness and self-interest were intermixable with Smith, but the 

lasting point is that self-interest is not a wholly negative aspect. Pure altruism is a path for young 

professional to head toward, as the goal itself is worthwhile. 
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Chapter 5 – Applications and Suggested Practice 

 

 In my second year working at the Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum, a strategic-planning 

session was arranged for the entire museum staff. I heard a notable comment after the meeting 

from my boss: “Young staff are invested in the museum.” I realized immediately what she 

meant—young professionals on staff had been seen by the old guard as uninvested in the 

museum’s mission, and lacking passion in their work. It was not so much an accusation, but an 

observation. The newcomers were not seen as enthusiastic on the job, yet during planning 

meetings their altruistic tendencies and passion, yet different experiences were shared in an open 

forum. They were invested. Those younger staff members just found different ways to express 

their commitment to the mission. The salient point is this: young professionals can spark change 

in a museum, but who, when, and how they are perceived are very much an individual effort in 

every museum.  

 Sheila Smith, the executive director of Minnesota Citizens for the Arts and an unstoppable 

lobbyist for art funding in Minnesota, has come to many of my master’s level classes to speak 

about an ideal state of the arts. She spoke highly of passionate young professionals to the overall 

arts field. I have heard her speak countless times but one of her statements brought the 

significance of young professionals into focus and guided my thesis. She said that museums need 

to innovate or perish. I was surprised that someone so steadfast in her commitment to mission-

driven institutions would disown a museum or arts group if it simply could not compete in the 

marketplace. After much thought, I realized that she was merely being realistic. If a museum 

does not invest in innovation and build new foundations for future growth, it should not compete 

for foundation and community funds. Her expectations were high, but her unwavering belief 

struck a chord; one has to recruit new audiences and grow, or get out of the way. If one is not 

strategically planning for the future—determining future leaders, future donors and a future 

audience—one is already in decline. By determining factors for success now, one will reap 

considerable dividends. The Weisman Art Museum is on the right path, but to date has not 

established a young-professional program (although they have a student group and an affinity 

group). Perhaps membership fills that role. Perhaps they largely do not need to cultivate young 

professionals because sixty-thousand students are outside their door at the University of 

Minnesota every day. Perhaps the Frank Gehry building alone brings people back. How they 
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intend to transform students to members and donors is not clearly defined even in their case. 

Though innovative in many other ways, the Weisman could improve its cultivation of young 

professionals. Sheila’s words were a definite call to action. By using the framework I have 

proposed, I plan to utilize altruistic behavior to urge personal and financial growth in art 

museums.  

 

How to use the altruism framework 

 Implementing new offerings has already been discussed in the implications chapter but 

bears repeating. For a museum to add a framework that guides efforts, buy-in is needed. It really 

is that simple. Every year development departments should be setting goals and revising a 

development plan. Since cultivation of young professionals is development, it could be easily 

implemented in pre-planning. The framework must become part of the art museum’s full 

strategic plan, which will take time and effort. An internal advocate, especially on the director or 

board level, could push toward integration. As the framework is a low-risk addition to a 

volunteer young professional board, it already serves as a low-risk venture. Once implemented, 

the analysis can begin with how to properly use the framework. 

 Most social events in art museums cater to an audience that tends to be museum attendees 

already. More than 50 percent of the Gardner’s After Hours attendees had visited an art museum 

three or more times in the past two years (Korn, 2008, p. viii). Museums are not struggling with 

bringing people through their doors; a well-intentioned event can easily bring people in. Instead, 

museums struggle with retaining those who dabble in its programming and are not committed. 

Donation levels tend to correlate to an increase in age, income, level of education, materialistic 

inclination or egoism, and empathetic inclination (Bennett, 2002, p. 24). The events are there, the 

people are there, the stage is set, but goals, strategic factors and tactical plans are not being 

utilized. Every event needs a very specific set or grouping of people to cultivate. This chapter 

will discuss some tactics and techniques that can result from the framework. The framework 

itself is very open to interpretation, and individual museums will have vastly different 

constituencies, changing the linear pathways. For example, perhaps a museum has all conditional 

altruists but no conditions or stimuli to encourage donations. Strategically, gaining more 

altruistic tendencies is the key, and how to quickly cover all five categories will be addressed in 

this chapter. 
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Non-Users within the Framework 

 To attract non-users into an art museum, traditional marketing efforts should not solely 

used. Advertising is not a new concept for art museums though how to engage young 

professionals is an active topic because the standard marketing reach has not worked. Marketing 

professionals have found that advertising is not audience development. Kottasz (2003) argues 

that charities have to refine the targeting of those statistically more likely to support their 

organization (p. 10). Part of the problem is that young professionals were born into a vastly 

different generation from previous cultivated museum members. Social media marketing should 

be consistently used due to its low cost including making online events, status updates, retweets 

and personal messages. Once these non-users respond and become users, this point is where 

museums need to actively define. 

 Harlow (2002) writes on new attendees, non-users, at events: “While results show that the 

museum has leveraged the event to sign up new members, this has never been an explicit goal for 

the program. In fact, there’s been no overt strategy to convert After Hours attendees to members 

[at the Gardner]” (p. 43). Goals can be getting new people into a new exhibit, an intimate event 

to have members get to know each other or simply recruitment of new members. Once a goal has 

been established, factors that attract young audiences are obvious: “Serve food and drinks. Keep 

the doors open and schedule programming at times that are convenient to them, like evenings 

and weekends. Use the internet and social media to inform people about what’s going on” 

(Denver Art Museum, 2012, p. 12). Once the basics are set, an altruistic framework can help 

define an individual event’s goals, such as who to invite, how the messaging will be consistent 

and who is wanted to be cultivated in a development plan. For example, if a museum wants non-

users in, they will advertise, and then show how the event and experience competes with other 

similar actions in the market. It’s cheaper than a movie with popcorn and parking, and one will 

have more fun. 

 Perhaps young professionals are merely echoing the strategic plan. If they are omitted from 

it, expecting a demographic to appear without an institutional objective is ambitiously 

impractical. Every segmented demographic should be included and increased in size by a 

strategic audience development plan. 
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Egoism 

 To reiterate, an egoist is someone who enters the museum. Scott Winter’s quote on their 

tactic to entice egoists is to first entertain and then educate. The evening and opening parties are 

where the egoists are located. The main goal of the framework is to educate and inspire the 

egoist to move toward more altruistic behavior. Art museums have little direct control over 

intrinsic factors, but they can encourage internalized feelings to manifest themselves. A museum 

will have to show the cost valuation to get egoists into attending an event, the benefits that 

outweigh other options and how this option is the best deal. Once a museum has covered the base 

value proposition, informing the egoist is next. Attendees of events, and thus potential donors, 

can be asked to imagine how they would feel if they were a beneficiary of the museum’s services 

or one who would only be able to visit once. This rhetorical “what if” is made more effective if 

the donor had an actual positive experience and the museum asked him or her to relive that 

experience. This brings the mission down to the individual’s level and explains how 

memberships and donations affect the needy and enrich a cultural community. This very much 

spurs financial support. It moves the individual from group behavior into self-interested egoism. 

 Human services, health related non-profits and humane societies have a very visceral plea, 

showing a bald child cancer patient, or a dog that desperately needs care. Art museums do not 

have that immediacy, making value connections all the more important. Fund raising offices 

often have giving levels corresponding to physical things such as a dog neuter level at a humane 

society or a subsidized art museum field trip level. Keeping the donation tied to a physical thing 

can be seen as trite to long-term members, but the mission is much more visible when young 

professionals, and especially egoists, see what the donations do. It eliminates a step of thinking if 

a donation matters.  

 A strong suggestion is a financial preparedness initiative including how to donate, how to 

handle an estate or trust fund and what philanthropy means. In short, a very easily implemented 

goal is to teach young professionals about money with short seminars or informational sessions 

after work, perhaps with a happy hour before (Davidson, 2012). If young professionals are never 

asked, they will never donate. If they have no idea what donating is, then they definitely will not 

respond favorably. These low commitment, high impact events can be quite numerous but 

incredibly informative and part of cultivation into a museum. Museums can really tap into the 

community by having seminars and informational sessions on financial matters, but also 
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handling the media, legal issues from marriage to settling parental estates and leadership 

training. Museums should assess their young professionals and decide what their demographic 

needs are and what the museum desires from the demographic. An egoist would pay for an 

experience and knowledge in a pre-packaged, easily digestible form. Parents could encourage 

their adult children to go, and young parents could learn strategies and methods to prepare their 

children for philanthropy with social norms they feel are appropriate and necessary to adopt 

(Sinykin, 2012). The long-term planning is vital for families to be connected to a museum and 

moves an egoist into an impure altruist. 

 The Rockefeller Foundation in New York offers a four-week course in strategic giving, 

but the cost is steep: $10,000 for the course and another $10,000 to be donated to a worthy cause 

during the course (Gorov, 2011, p. 4). Unfortunately few families can afford the course and 

limited numbers of families teach financial planning themselves. Without seeking it out 

personally, there is not a standardized or required class on what a young professional can and 

should be doing with wealth and donations. While talking about estates and trusts does not 

directly relate to art, naming a partial beneficiary is surely beneficial for the museum. A 

sponsorship between a financial planning company and a museum could continue over a long 

period of time. For the best chance of success, both brands should have similar audiences and 

goals (Wallace, 2006, p. 57). Volunteer estate planners and financial consultants could offer an 

in depth discussion with a young professional group as a lecture, or as a pre-event for VIPs at a 

social event. The financial advisors gain names to contact, the museum has discussed how 

planned giving can help the mission without pressure and young professionals gain knowledge 

that is useful to them.  

Were a museum to know how altruistic its young professional members are prior to a 

wealth planning discussion, a development director could discuss the next steps on a linear basis 

with individual members. Rita Kottasz (2003) shows how planned giving really should be about 

donor goals and guiding donors into finding a specific solution and the applicable tax benefits 

they would gain (p. 15) (Appendix 3). These impure altruistic strategies still result in a mutually 

beneficial gift, despite being almost entirely egoistic. A request for a proposal (RFP) into the 

community, especially with pro bono financial offerings, could be a boon to both institutions to 

increase brand resonance and create a mutually beneficial relationship. Young professional 

groups can bridge the gap of being donors while preparing for the wealth transfer by learning 
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estate planning early, giving members a serious benefit. A young professional group in the 

Minneapolis area working under the Minneapolis Foundation educates young professionals in 

this exactly. Their entire goal is to teach young professionals about charitable giving. Fourth 

Generation Fund’s (2012) welcome message: 

 

Fourth Generation, a Minneapolis Foundation program, is the place to learn about 
effective and meaningful charitable giving. Whether you’re part of a family of givers, 
starting out on your own, or contribute money, time or talent – Fourth Generation helps 
you get more from your giving. 
 

Giving is incredibly hard to teach, but having seminars on how to educate your children could be 

a boon to both demographics for a museum. Clearly fundraising from children is a bit aggressive, 

but having parents empower their children to find a museum valuable is always a sound strategy. 

An egoistic parent, who missed being cultivated by a museum, will move into an impure altruist, 

helping their offspring and personally finding fulfillment with a museum’s mission. 

 

Impure Altruism 

 Impure altruists are the members who have been to an art museum more than twice and 

have both self-interested and altruistic feelings about, with and toward an art museum. Usually 

their beliefs can be traced back to one or more seminal, transformative experiences. To move an 

impure altruist along the framework, social norms must be created, a behavior of donation or 

membership should be notable, and a community of contemporaries should be visible. 

 Teaching members to donate is a complex task. Encouraging young professionals to donate 

is even more difficult. There is an adage that to obtain a donor, a museum must persuade and 

sell. To retain a donor, a museum must remind and remind. Sometimes $100-500 periodic 

donations are not effective. Asking the demographic is best but the hollow silence is often 

deafening. Adding options is a fantastic idea for young professionals. Suggesting a monthly 

donation is wise because it nullifies the thought that donations negatively affect a lifestyle. As 

many young professionals are recently out of college, one hundred dollar or more checks do not 

inspire a generous feeling. They feel like bills, demanding to be paid, instead of being an option 

of a lifestyle you enjoy or are expected to uphold. Entrepreneurs have a similar mindset as their 

start-up companies often have limited liquidity when they begin their ventures. An anonymous 
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father and philanthropist in Boston stated, “At a certain point, you realize you can make the 

contribution and it doesn’t affect your lifestyle. Once that happens, it becomes much easier to 

become more generous” (Qtd. in Gorov, 2011, p. 2). By generous, the donor means gaining more 

of a warm glow feeling. By spreading small donations throughout a year, the ten and twenty 

dollar gifts are easier to send because it is easy, the cost to do so includes minimal time and 

effort and the annual effect may be greater than a singular one-hundred or five-hundred dollar 

gift. 

 Despite ongoing donation’s best intentions, people who use them are not major gift 

material (Flandez, 2012). It took a spread out donation for them to simply give. Once that has 

been established, then year-end gifts or special slightly larger donations one to four times a year 

can be utilized. After a behavior is established through a routine and thus a social norm, then a 

major gift could be solicited. Simply because someone has the funds to donate, does not mean 

they will if they aren’t cultivated. Transitioning members and donors is a development 

department duty and should be filled adequately. 

 Teaching young professionals about the internal workings of a museum helps donation 

behavior because it answers the question of where the contribution goes. Donations pay for 

mission driven programs but also for formally adding or subtracting artworks from a collection, 

accessioning and deaccessioning. People can be taught about provenance research, how art can 

be donated and credit attributed to the donor. Academic studies working with curators could be 

taught to interested patrons. Press releases should be clearly used, but young professionals that 

are attuned to a Twitter world of unfiltered, instant information want to know not only the 

successes but also the gritty reality in the storage room and vault. Deaccessioning artworks 

shows how museums really work and offers a behind the scenes look at how collections are 

made and culled. It shows more than the highlights of a collection and explains the connection of 

stewardship and where the donations go to maintain the collection of culture. The museum is a 

repository of culture and visitors, by proxy, are the stewards. Impure altruists want to know what 

their donation has done both for the museum and for themselves personally. This is abundantly 

clear at the WAM’s ArtMob group where they vote for an artwork to be added to the collection. 

This type of in depth education is a small group activity and should be treated as special. By 

educating an impure altruist, a museum wishes to install a norm of social responsibility. 

Eventually, impure altruists will know what their donation does, and the hesitation to donate will 
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disappear. When that happens, a social norm will manifest itself within a person. This particular 

social norm is vital to move into conditional altruism territory and also combats free riding. 

 Altruism itself cannot entirely overcome free riding, but museum professionals can 

explicitly discourage it. Asking everyone at a small fundraising event personally to donate 

something is a very easy fix. Hensley (2007) emphasizes that, “It is essential that the staff of the 

organization and the volunteer leaders follow up with each guest” (p. 71). Young professionals 

are rarely contacted other than with ticket offers or form letters. They simply do not donate 

enough to merit a development officer’s time. Philanthropy.com’s blogs often have tips, tricks 

and standard practices to keep in mind when minimal time is needed for maximum output. A 

recent number of posts have been focused on fundraisers following up with guests and simply 

asking questions (Bermudez, 2012). Personal communication, if even to ask how the event went 

for them, is enough for an egoistic young professional donor to be more pure than impurely 

altruistic. 

 Empowerment of staff and volunteers to seek people out during a special event has become 

quite easy with the advent of social media; everyone’s face, employment and interests can easily 

be found on the Internet. When a volunteer or docent approaches a young professional, it allows 

the staff to gauge the response of the guest. This qualitative data is incredibly useful, especially 

as events scale up in size. VIP rooms are an easy indicator of social climbing or genuine interest. 

After having a longer conversation, a museum professional can realize their interest and likely be 

able to show their altruistic tendency if a prompt or a matrix accompanies the phone call. The 

University of Minnesota Athletics department thanks season ticket holders and donors after a 

season or fiscal year is complete. Their only goal is to touch base and ask questions. Interns and 

volunteers can even do this when surveys and some planning is coordinated. 

 The personal communication is vital between museum and individual. To tap into the 

individual with other impure altruists, photography plays a major role to attract impure altruists 

and is often an expectation of conditional altruists. A fun event is beneficial but tapping into 

social norms is the goal. Visible social norms, such as who is at an event, must be monitored 

closely. Museums have to be very careful with photography, as images are incredibly visceral. 

Harlow (2002) explains that, “Photographs could alienate potential visitors if they didn’t see 

people they could identify with and, therefore, would conclude the event was not for them” (p. 

29). If a group appears too affluent or skewed toward a specific race, gender or age, people will 
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take note. If a nonprofit’s special event becomes known as the event “to see and be seen” this 

guarantees a spot in the minds of not only the press but also their philanthropic community 

(Hensley, 2007, p. 12). The elite social norm of “arriving” by having a parent or relative “seeing” 

a young member in the newspaper or magazine is a seminal moment. This stage allows the self-

interest of impure altruists to meet the expectations of a social norm to donate. A minor point, 

but it moves an impure altruist into a conditional altruist, at least for the evening.  

 

Conditional Altruism 

Conditional altruists are users of art museums. They attend, donate, often are members 

and are fully aware of what is going on in the museum, usually. They respond to direct mailings, 

solicitations, and personal invitations. They rarely go alone to events and their social circles 

overlap with other conditional altruists. In short, they feel an incredible amount of warm-glow 

feeling when they respond to a solicitation. To move this type of person to a more pure altruist, 

social norms need to be created, strengthened and constantly maintained. 

My linear framework is simplistic, but has intricacies that could be used in both newly 

rich and highly wealthy people. Gorov (2011) lays out the problem, “People who have amassed 

great wealth but haven’t grown up with it can feel alone because it isn’t normal to talk about 

money in our society” (p. 4). This is an area where conditional altruism has not taken place but 

easily can. Art museums find perfectly well-intentioned entrepreneurs and newly rich individuals 

who have philanthropic inclinations, even self-interest but no real stimulus to spur them to 

action. The elites in our society all live in a milieu in which giving is the norm (Ostrower, 1997, 

p. 12). Newly wealthy individuals have no such norm. The young professional group is a great 

arena where philanthropy and social norms should be created if they are not already internalized. 

Norms are added slowly but social circles adopt norms and prestige as they are cultivated into 

the museum. As mentioned earlier, conditional altruists respond to a group’s standards and that 

level of involvement, especially philanthropically, leads to greater attachment and donor 

contributions. It’s the main reason the wealthy elite can fundraise within their own ranks. The 

methods used to create a social norm should be different from the operation to establish its 

effects. Norms can be invented and used to explain nearly anything post hoc, but exercises to 

understand how a conditional altruist would act can aid cultivation efforts. 
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For norms to be created, one needs a willing audience and a plan. Internships and 

experiences at a young age can aid norm creation and set foundations for people to start as 

impure altruists, not non-users or egoists. The Minnesota Legacy Amendment and the fund the 

sales tax revenue generates a variety of artistic and cultural offerings. Some of these are aimed at 

teenagers and young adults to make them more aware of offerings or to actually allocate funds 

toward audience development. Saint Louis’s Missouri History Museum has over twenty 

internships specifically created to inform teenagers of their offerings and simply their existence 

(Giegerich, 2012). Not all states have ample public funds for grants, and getting foundations or 

the state arts or history boards to invest in future audiences can be quite difficult. It can be a 

tough sell to funders, but an opportunity is available to create a base foundation in philanthropic 

social norm creation. Consider it very long term cultivation. 

There are three stages for an altruistic norm to be created within a perspective donor. 

Krebs (1970), a major researcher who laid considerable groundwork in altruism studies will be 

cited actively in the following construction (pp. 260-262). Stage one of creating a norm is where 

judgments are made on the basis of the hedonic consequences of the act, whether it elicits a 

reward or punishment. This would be egoism but made with other contemporaries, such that the 

personal value component of egoism is minimized. Stage two is where morality is seen as a 

function of the approval and disapproval of others. That is conditional altruism when others 

know that you do or do not donate. Scrutiny itself is an incredibly affective device in fundraising, 

whether it is from friends or the art museum. Annual fund donor list levels are a great example. 

Those on the cusps of each level could be reminded or persuaded to move upward. Stage three is 

all about internalized standards. This last stage moves the donor toward purer altruism. A 

thought leads to an action. An action leads to a routine. Routine becomes behavior and behavior 

turns into a person’s character. All young professionals should be cultivated to move from egoist 

toward altruistic tendencies with morality and internalizing standards increasing with time. 

Simply being wealthier won’t instantly create norms but it does allow for a greater aptitude to be 

open to new social norms. This process takes time, lots of it and perhaps philanthropy requires 

too much focus for our instant communication and visceral culture. 

Kottasz (2003) cites and heavily argues that the breakdown of the traditional family unit 

and a faster paced lifestyle both in person and online has had a strongly negative impact on the 

learning process of philanthropy (p.12). Despite the best intentions of art museums, perhaps with 
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instant communication like Twitter, how could museums exhibit how a donation to a program 

creates near instant qualitative and quantitative impact that a young professional may demand? 

Does our culture demand too much focus for philanthropy to happen other than from 

spontaneous action during galas, flirty parties and events? A recent debate at the Auckland 

Museum in Australia was titled “Why give?” and a panelist, Sue Gardiner made a definitive 

point saying, "Those connections take time to develop and that can be hard in today's world 

when people are busy” (Voxy News Engine, 2012). Cultivation takes months and years when a 

social norm and stimulus are not guaranteed to be effective. There are no guarantees, but creating 

internalized standards, moving from egoist to altruist is a start for many young professionals, 

hopefully breaking the cycle and creating a more philanthropic and altruistic training ground for 

young professionals. 

 Even with perfect programming, quantitative and qualitative data, and social norm 

integrating and creation, events and donations could vary widely. Surveys should be constant 

about how altruistic members are, observing if any cycles or trends appear. Finding out what 

condition caused a spike in donations is vital to long-term success. Museums should be asking 

members for demographic data, then utilizing it to alter and tailor events according to the 

member classifications, thereby creating events for different classifications. One must tailor 

unique interests that are likely to encourage long-term engagement (Harlow, 2011, p. 5). Surveys 

should be used with the advent of free applications online via social media outlets. Museum 

professionals should consider further research to elucidate if and how technology is fostering 

relationships with young adults, aside from attracting them.  

Moving away from the online realm, exit surveys after social events are great but difficult 

to obtain since people are obviously leaving. Surveys in galleries are logistically more difficult, 

but museums should be open to them. The Gardner did this with an intern instead of a volunteer 

(Harlow, 2011, p. 53). Volunteers giving surveys do not even have to be at the event. Board 

members can do them in their social networks and even be empowered to contact their 

community relations or foundation at their workplace to institute a study. A business can figure 

out if a company’s foundation or community relations gifts align with the young professional 

social norms at the company. There is substantial value to the alignment of personal interests and 

business approved nonprofits. Businesses approve by having sponsorships or giving grants to the 

art museum. That data is incredibly beneficial to both the company and also the art museum. 
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Museums should conduct as many business surveys with board members as they can feasibly 

attempt. Occupationally different marketing strategies and communications were found to be 

significant in Kottasz’s study in London. Lawyers and financial professionals respond to 

different messaging. If a museum can break out donors by zip codes, surely they can do so with 

targeted professions. This could easily tie in to subject experts for financial planning by finance 

professionals or deaccessioning artworks with lawyers in trusts and copyright law. Not only the 

museum and social circles, but also the companies that are invested can urge social norms of 

reciprocity. 

 

Pure Altruism 

Pure altruists simply do not exist, but conditional altruists can sit in a more pure altruistic 

state for a period of time. To move an individual toward pure altruism, donating behavior has to 

move to philanthropic character. Keeping members and donors for longer periods in a purely 

altruistic state is ideal but is not possible to do forever. They will move in and out, depending on 

a variety of outside forces. Warm glow feelings will never totally be eliminated, but surveying 

major donors who are consistent in their giving, simply wishing to fulfill the public good are as 

close to pure as an art museum can strive to cultivate toward. It is very difficult for someone to 

start out as a pure altruist. Humans are said to follow Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and the self 

trumps the group in any laboratory experiment. Moving toward pure altruism is the best ideal a 

development department can do, and this process begins with young professionals. 

 The length of time as a donor as well as building upon the norm of social responsibility can 

mean developing initiatives that highlight the contributions of current donors in the hopes of 

allying some social pressure to others (Barnes, 2011, p. 123). The social norm of social pressure 

will only be operative when individuals are made aware of a potential donor’s contributing 

behavior. A named donor will have individual motivations for contributing, but their value is 

astonishing when applied to conditional altruists. Nametags are incredibly important strategically 

when thinking of social pressure. These simple stickers alter the casual atmosphere, even 

instilling an idea that it is a networking or singles event (Harlow, 2011, p 51). After Hours events 

should test strategies to encourage mingling at events using nametags. This assessment echoes 

Spousta’s (2000) claim that these programs for young adults are comprised of many single 

people, and cross group conversation and networking are an uncommon trait. Encouraging social 
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circles to expand are good strategic ideas for museums. Having multi-generational events, 

thereby keeping young professionals at the 21-40ish age group is very wise. Emails and social 

media applications can serve as mediators for social pressure to be applied by highlighting 

donors, especially those who are socially climbing. 

 Development departments need to ask and challenge the self-identifying altruists to help 

them prepare and cultivate donors. That’s a difficult task because the donor might not have the 

social norm of group responsibility. The norm of reciprocity comes into play when a conditional 

altruist no longer needs a condition. By gaining an incredibly high amount of personal warm 

glow and therefore satisfaction, purely altruistic donors will donate again, but not always with 

another check. Finding social climbers is a great way to identify those that want the elite status 

but also feel very strongly about philanthropy. These people are open to discussions with pure 

altruists, who could very well be board members. As showcasing the public good being met by 

the museum’s mission-based programming, it reminds the pure altruist of the warm glow he or 

she receives and cultivates an impure or conditional altruist toward the pure level. This area 

moves outside this investigation, but it is ripe for discussion as it is at the end of a young 

professional spectrum of cultivation. 

 

Closing Thoughts 

If a young professional is increasingly informed about the art museum over time, he or 

she will become more involved. Museums have to continue offering after hours events. Programs 

should deviate, reinvent, reduce and rebuild at a dynamic rate. Museums will fail, but if efforts 

are eliminated, the cost to restart efforts is even greater and brand equity is lost. To rebuild a 

brand resonance takes even more effort than shifting focus. Young professional events simply 

need to be more frequent on the whole and each program should be smaller to reflect the altruism 

research on smaller optimal groups. To create the best possible efforts in cultivation, museums 

need more than flirty parties; they need events with strategically thought-out purposes. Young 

professional groups need to be empowered to lower barriers within museum departments. 

Getting communications, marketing and development departments aligned will be a boon for the 

entire museum and open doors to investing wisely in audiences and the mission for the future.  

More research, especially in the field of young professionals, will have to be funded and 

found somewhere. The first few books have emerged, but regional books and studies will be 
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ongoing in the next few years. Individual books on fundraising will be ongoing and increasingly 

better in coming years. As I conclude this study, Davis (2012) very recently wrote a book on 

tactical plans for young professionals that was not able to be included. With tactical micro 

planning and altruistic frameworks, future cultivation will only become easier. Foundational 

efforts to fund studies have been fruitful and with new knowledge, frameworks and longitudinal 

studies in different cities and regions being made at a constant rate, future cultivation will only 

become easier. 

When young professionals are cultivated, new demographics can be recruited and efforts 

can be duplicated. Emilie Hensley (2007) in her thesis cites a variety of sources, yet boils down 

why young professionals aren’t donating is not because they have rarely been asked; it is because 

they never are asked (p. 8). In lab experiments studying young professional donations, research 

has found that this group tends to give rather than not give in response if asked (Quaglieri, 2011). 

Reaching this unreachable audience is paramount not simply for the immediate funds, but also as 

the basis for future cultivation. The young professional demographic is the first test in a twenty-

first century audience development overhaul. 

 The future is unknown as to how the trend will deviate in coming years. A solicitation 

will take a decade or more, and new research and studies are constantly being produced. Young 

professionals are a testing crowd for innovations, cost saving measures, and applicability of new 

discoveries. Perhaps new financial preparedness will create norms, boosting ongoing giving for 

future generations. The wealth transfer issue will find a variety of solutions that museums will be 

able to employ, and young professional groups will be the incubator for new ideas and solutions. 

Altruism studies, especially those that are economically based, can be very useful on the strategic 

level to plan programming and outcomes. As a discipline, we are just skimming the surface. Art 

is transformative and through the discussion of art, these groups can discuss culture, raise issues 

about their surroundings, and prepare fellow young professionals for fruitful artistic, social, and 

economic lives. 
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Appendix 1 – Art Museums Interviewed 

 

The Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum (WAM) is a modern art museum located on the 

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities East Bank campus in Minneapolis, Minnesota. It is both a 

freestanding museum and integrated into the University. The board of directors are the regents of 

the University of Minnesota, and the University of Minnesota Foundation lends its services at no 

charge to the museum. The WAM does have a board, but it is more of an advisory council, as it 

does not have fiduciary responsibilities. The Frank Gehry architectural design of twisted steel 

makes it an architectural landmark and the building along with the collection are considered to 

be teaching tools for the university. The museum began in 1934 as a wing in 

the Northrop Auditorium calling itself the University Art Museum. The collection has 

over twenty thousand unique images with large collections of modern artists like Marsden 

Hartley, Alfred Maurer, and Minnesota native Charles Biederman. It also has a large collection 

of New Mexico Native American Mimbres pottery, Korean handcrafted furniture, and two 

Georgia O’Keefe paintings, which highlight the museum’s collection. It is open to the public and 

free every day. The group being studied from the Weisman is the ArtMob, a membership 

category at $300 a year for two people. The Art Mob focuses on collecting works of art in a fun 

and educational setting, connecting with the local arts community, and engaging more deeply in 

the mission and programs of the museum. Touched upon in this investigation is the WAM’s 

future strategic planning for university student groups that mimic a more traditional art museum 

young professional group. At the time of this investigation, a new student group has just been 

formed called WAM Collective. More information on the brand new group can be found through 

the WAM’s homepage online. Danielle Faribault, former development associate, and Matt 

Nielsen, development director, were interviewed about the WAM. 

The Minneapolis Institute of Arts (MIA) is a fine art museum located in the Whittier 

neighborhood of Minneapolis, Minnesota. It is the largest art museum in Minnesota. It is also the 

only major governmentally funded museum in Minneapolis. The museum began in 1883 as the 

Minneapolis Society of Fine Arts. In 1889 it changed its name to the Minneapolis Institute of 

Arts and moved into the Minneapolis Public Library. The current location became a reality in 

1915 when it was built on land donated by the Morrison family along with their Villa Rosa 

mansion. The architecture is Beaux-Arts and carries the traditional place of pillared museum in 
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the community. The museum boasts a collection of over 80,000 unique objects spanning 5,000 

years of history. The collection is known for its vast numbers of high quality Asian artworks, its 

Rembrandt “Lucretia” and its Roman statue of the Doryphoros. Due to being publicly funded 

through the Hennepin County Park Board, corporate sponsors, and personal fundraising, the 

museum is open to the public and free every day. The group being studied from the MIA is the 

Circle. Annie M. Lebedoff was interviewed. She is the current individual giving manager and 

oversees the Circle from a development standpoint. 

The Walker Art Center is a contemporary multi-disciplined art center on the edge of the 

affluent Lowry Hill neighborhood and the blue-collar North neighborhoods of Minneapolis. 

Despite the smaller-sized collection of over 11,000 works, the Center has the largest number of 

visitors in any given year. It was founded in 1879 by Thomas Barlow Walker as an art gallery, 

and established in its current site in 1927. The center includes a full sculpture garden and a 

conservatory on its grounds. The center is known for being one of the nation’s leading 

multidisciplinary institutions in art, and is well known as a leading innovator in developing 

audiences. Performances, lectures, programs, outreach events, and the exhibits all require a 

nominal fee, which is waived for members. The Contemporaries affinity group and the After 

Hours special events program were studied for this project. C. Scott Winter is the current 

Director of Advancement at the College of Visual Arts in Saint Paul, and served as the director 

of development of the WAC. He founded After Hours. Masami Kawazato and Kate Tucker, 

development associates, were interviewed together as current employees of the WAC. 
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Appendix 2 - Interview Questions 

 

How do members learn about your young professional group or affinity group? 
Why did most members get involved? 
Did members often talk of the benefits? 
What did they wish to "get out of" the group? 
Was there any qualitative research done on them? Or focus groups? 
Is the group aimed at singles, or is it marketed as a couples group? Are events singles friendly, or 
are they aimed at couples? 
Are all of them dues paying members? 
Where are the members from? 
Do they shop in the museum store more or less than members? More or less than average 
visitors? 
What was the strategic direction? What was the long-term plan? 
How late in the night, generally, are events? Any commentary on that? 
How does this develop an audience for the museum? 
How was it underwritten? Was it? Should it have been? 
What do you feel works better for development: volunteer group or development run? Why? 
What does Art Mob mean in the landscape? 
What does After Hours mean in the landscape? 
What does Social Science mean in the landscape? 
What does the Circle mean in the landscape? 
Any other additional insights? 
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Appendix 3 – Donor goals 

 

The Goal of the Donor The Donor's Gift How to Make the Gift The Donor's Benefits 
    

Make a revocable gift during the 
donor's lifetime Living trust 

Name the charity as 
beneficiary of assets in a 
living trust 

Control of trust for lifeline; 
possible estate tax savings 

    

Make a large gift with little cost 
to the donor Life insurance gift 

Give a policy with the charity 
as owner and beneficiary 

Current income tax 
deduction; possible future 
deductions 

    

Avoid the twofold taxation on 
retirement plan assets 

Retirement plan 
gift 

Name the charity as 
beneficiary of the remainder 
of the assets after the donor's 
lifetime 

Avoidance of heavily taxed 
gift to heirs, allowing less 
costly gifts 

    
Avoid capital gains tax on the 
sale of a home or other real 
estate Real estate gift 

Donate the property to the 
charity, or sell it to the charity 
at a bargain price 

Immediate income tax 
deduction and avoidance of 
capital gains tax 

    

Give the donor's personal 
residence or farm, but continue 
to live there 

Retained life 
insurance 

Designate the ownership of 
the donor's home to the 
charity, but retain occupancy 

Charitable income tax 
deduction and lifetime use of 
home 

    

Secure a fixed and often 
increased income 

Charitable 
remainder annuity 
trust 

Create a charitable trust that 
pays the donor a set income 
annually 

Immediate income tax 
deduction and fixed income 
for life 

    

Create a hedge against inflation 
over the long term 

Charitable 
remainder unitrust 

Create a trust that pays a 
percentage of the trust's 
assets, valued annually 

Immediate income tax 
deduction, annual income 
for life that has potential to 
increase 

    

Supplement income with fixed 
annual payments 

Charitable gift 
annuity 

Enter a contract with the 
charity, in which the charity 
will pay the donor fixed 
payment annually 

Current and future savings 
on income taxes; fixed 
payments 

    

Reduce gift and estate taxes on 
assets passing to heirs 

Charitable lead 
trust 

Create a trust that pays a fixed 
or variable income to the 
charity for a set term, and then 
passes to heirs 

Reduced size of taxable 
estate; keeps property in 
family; often with reduced 
gift taxes 
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